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INTRODUCTION
Arts Integration has been shown to improve student and school success in many instances across the
nation. Arts Impact, the arts-infused professional learning program of Puget Sound Educational Service
District in Washington State has demonstrated this very fact over the past sixteen years through
rigorous program evaluation of its Core professional learning model as well as in seven U.S. Department
of Education Arts in Education grant projects. However, Arts Impact’s proven two-year, 90-hour
professional learning model that incorporates blended learning opportunities, including one-on-one
classroom mentorships for teachers, while extremely effective, is expensive, especially for large urban
school districts with limited resources striving to expand arts integration across all its schools. For this
reason, Seattle Public Schools who is committed to arts integration as a district wide strategy, partnered
with Arts Impact to develop an adaption of its model that might be more efficient and economical while
maintaining the positive outcomes for teachers and students Arts Impact consistently achieves.
The journey to create a streamlined model began in 2008 when Arts Impact received a U.S. Department
of Education Professional Development for Arts Educators (PDAE) grant to develop a professional
learning model that trains Teacher Leaders within a school—Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy (TTAL).
The goal was to create a more cost effective model in which a small group of Arts Impact-trained
Teacher Leaders would mentor the remaining teachers in their building. This would reduce the most
expensive part of the model, the extensive one-on-one time of the Artist Mentors in the classroom.
TTAL trained twenty-four elementary teachers from four high needs Seattle schools in the full Arts
Impact program and developed a Teacher Leader model for future implementation.
In 2011, the opportunity to apply for another PDAE grant resulted in the creation of Teacher Training:
Arts as Literacy Plus (TTAL+), the ideal chance to pilot and further develop the Teacher Leader model
developed in TTAL. This report describes the project, the evaluation methods, and discusses outcomes
and recommendations of the piloted Teacher Leader model.
Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy Plus (TTAL+) is a partnership of Puget Sound Educational Service
District’s Arts Impact program, Seattle Public Schools (SPS) and five Puget Sound regional arts
organizations; Book-It Repertory Theater, Pacific Northwest Ballet, Seattle Art Museum, Seattle
Children’s Theater, and University of Washington World Series in Dance.
TTAL+ consists of the following components: 1) providing Arts Impact training for TTAL+ teachers in artsinfused writing and math; 2) training Teacher Leaders to assume responsibility of mentoring teachers, 3)
decreasing the role of Arts Impact Artist Mentors; 4) piloting the TTAL+ model in the four TTAL schools
with Arts Impact trained Teacher Leaders; 5) evaluating the outcomes and effectiveness of the TTAL+
model compared Arts Impact exclusively taught by Artist Mentors.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Schools
TTAL+ was implemented in the same four high-poverty, low performing, and highly diverse SPS
elementary schools as TTAL—Dearborn Park, Kimball, Northgate, and Roxhill elementary schools.
Student demographics across the four schools on average are: free and reduced lunch 76.5%; non-white
86.3%; English language learners 35%. Dearborn Park, Kimball, and Roxhill remained in the project for
the entirety of TTAL and TTAL+. Northgate dropped out of the project in 2013, during the second year of
TTAL+ because the principal no longer supported it, and high teacher attrition.
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Teachers
Twenty-four teacher leaders were trained in the TTAL project, one teacher per grade level K-5 from each
of the four schools. The intent was that the Teacher Leaders would mentor their grade level partner
teachers. When it came time to actually engage Teacher Leaders in TTAL+, both teachers and principals
pulled back from that plan. Some of the original TTAL Teacher Leaders decided they did not want the
added responsibility, and the principals felt that not all the original TTAL teachers were well suited for a
Teacher Leader position. Therefore, the following criteria were adopted for selection of TTAL+ Teacher
Leaders.
• Completion of at least one full year of the two-year Arts Impact training
• Willingness to be a Teacher Leader
• Principal approval to be a Teacher Leader
Ultimately, the decision to adopt the above criteria was a good one and will guide the recommendation
for Teacher Leader selection for future implementation. When the Teacher Leader selection process was
completed, Dearborn Park and Kimball each identified three Teacher Leaders, Roxhill two, and
Northgate one. Except for Northgate, all the teachers within each school that had not received any Arts
Impact training were trained and mentored during TTAL+. At Northgate, the intent was for the one
Teacher Leader to mentor all intermediate level teachers, grades three through five. Unfortunately,
Northgate dropped out of the program in 2013 due to lack of principal support, and a high turnover of
teachers.
Curriculum
The TTAL+ curricula included the K-5 sequential arts-infused writing curricula developed for the TTAL
project and the K-5 sequential arts-infused math curricula developed for the Arts Impact Dissemination
and Expansion (AIDE) project, an AEMDD grant operating simultaneously with TTAL+ in three other SPS
schools. The arts-infused writing curriculum consists of 54 lessons, 3 per grade level K-5 in dance,
theater, and visual art. The math curriculum consists of 36 lessons, 3 per grade level K-5 in dance and
visual art. Theater was not included in the arts-infused math curriculum as there are not many
authentically shared concepts between math and theater. Both curricula are aligned with Common Core
State Standards and were developed in response to data that identified areas in which students were
struggling academically.
Arts Impact adheres to the definition of arts-infused learning as articulated by Authentic Connections
(2002) published by The Consortium of National Arts Education Associations that states arts-infusion is
“authentic connections between two or more disciplines…that transcend individual disciplines.”
Authentic Connections defines arts-infusion as the “most sophisticated” type of arts integration because
“Students’ learning and outcomes in infused approaches are focused on strong relationships between
complementary subjects,” providing students with rich transferrable learning experiences.
An example of an Arts Impact infused lesson is the 3rd grade theater/writing infused lesson “Using
Actions to Communicate Characters” where students analyze a character’s choices to identify how the
character feels, uses specific movements and gestures to express the character’s actions and emotions,
then writes a descriptive paragraph to explain how the character’s actions reveal his or her inner state.
In this lesson students discover how making a personal connection, (accessing prior knowledge), to a
character contributes to interpretation about that characters’ behaviors and actions. Another example is
the 5th grade visual art/math infused lesson “Mobiles: Balancing Equations.” Here students focus on
numerical equivalency and how it relates to art and the physical world: balance in sculpture and
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mobiles. In both lessons learning goes beyond defining shape or equivalency to integrating thinking
about the concepts and then constructing—with bodies, voices, and hands—working models of the
concepts.
All Arts Impact curricula use a common lesson plan format that includes the following components: the
enduring understanding; learning targets and criteria; teaching strategies; vocabulary list; materials and
supplies lists; cultural references; alignment to Washington State arts standards and Common Core
State Standards (CCSS); embedded assessment points; criteria checklist, and performance based
assessments as appropriate such as peer assessment, written self- or peer-reflection, rubrics, or graphic
organizers; and a family letter. The Arts Impact lesson plan format and template described above is used
during the lesson writing component of the mentorship, where teachers collaborate with the Artist
Mentor and/or Teacher Leader to write an original lesson plan. A sample lesson plan is included in
Appendix E. The scope and sequence of the math and writing curricula are attached in Appendices A and
B. All TTAL+ lesson plans are available on the Arts Impact website at www.arts-impact.org.
Teacher Leader Professional Development Components
Since 1999, Arts Impact has had very positive teacher and student outcomes from its Core model that
utilizes highly trained Artist Mentors—teaching artists that lead adult professional learning in a summer
institute setting, model arts-infused instruction in the classroom, and mentor teachers one-on-one as
they work toward autonomy to infuse the arts as part of their ongoing practice—to deliver over 90
hours of professional development over two years. The skills to be a successful Artist Mentor in the Arts
Impact design are varied and require significant and ongoing professional learning for the Artist
Mentors. The goal for TTAL+ to maintain these high level outcomes with the more efficient and cost
effective TTAL+ model that utilizes Teacher Leaders is an ambitious one requiring a deep level of
commitment from the Teacher Leaders.
Prior to piloting the Teacher Leader model, the project convened a Planning Team comprised of
representatives from the following stakeholder groups: Teacher Leaders, principals, Artist Mentors, Arts
Impact staff, SPS administrators, and cultural partner educators. The purpose of the Planning Team was
to review the Teacher Leader Model developed in TTAL, make any necessary adjustments or
refinements, and develop strategies to meet challenges and barriers identified in the TTAL model. The
planning team convened monthly from January 2012-May 2012.
The final professional learning model that came out of the Planning Team is shown in Table 1 below in
comparison to the Core Arts Impact model to illustrate the revisions that were made. It is important to
note that the TTAL+ model did not completely replace the Artist Mentors’ role in the mentorship as
originally envisioned. However it did reduce the amount of time Artist Mentors spent with teachers. The
key differences to note are fewer institute hours, small group assessment and lesson writing sessions—
as opposed to one-on-one sessions—and reduced time of the Artist Mentor with the teacher in the
classroom.
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Table 1. Comparison of Arts Impact Core Model with Teacher Leader Model
Activity
Core Model (48 hours)
Teacher Leader Model (43 hours)
Institutes
5-day, 30-hour summer institute
3-day 18-hour Summer Institute
taught by Arts Impact Artist Mentors
1-day 6-hour Winter Mini-Institute
(AM).
Co-taught by Artist Mentors (AM) and
Total: 30 hours
Teacher Leaders (TL)
Total: 24 hours
Mentorships
10- hour mentorship; combination of
11-hour mentorship: combination of
classroom and one-on-one time with
classroom, small group, and one-on-one
(AM)
time with TL and/or AM
• Model teach by AM: classroom
• Model teach by AM: classroom
• Co-teach: teacher and AM: in class • Co-teach: teacher and TL: classroom
• Co-teach: teacher and AM: in class • Co-teach: teacher and TL: classroom
• Student Assessment: one-on-one
• Student Assessment: Small group of
teacher and AM
teachers facilitated by TL and AM
• Lesson Write: Small group of teachers
• Lesson Write: one-on-one teacher
facilitated by TL and AM
and AM
• Independent Teach: TL observes
• Independent Teach: TL observes
• Independent Teach: AM observes
• Student Assessment, lesson edits,
• Independent Teach: AM observes
and debrief: one-on-one teacher and
• Student Assessment, lesson edits,
TL
and debrief: one-on-one teacher
and AM
Professional
2, 3-hour PLCs facilitated by Arts
2, 3-hour PLCs facilitated by Arts Impact
Learning
Impact staff and AM, includes
staff and AM, includes teachers from
Communities
teachers from across schools
across schools
Cultural Study
Trips

1 cultural study trip per teacher, 2 hrs

1 cultural study trip per teacher, 2 hrs

Clock Hours or
Credit

40 clock hours or 4 Continuing Ed
credits

36 clock hours or 3 Continuing Ed credits

Institute activities, where teachers engage in hands-on learning of the arts-infused curricula, were
decreased from five days to four days. A three-day Summer Institute (reduced from the five days in the
original model) was held in August followed by a one-day Winter Mini-Institute in January scheduled on
SPS’s district-wide professional development day. Teacher Leaders co-taught with Artist Mentors in the
Summer Institutes and Winter Mini-Institutes. The Winter Mini-Institutes were developed to take
advantage of existing funds for district-wide professional development on that day, supporting cost
effectiveness and scalability. An unexpected outcome here was the enthusiastic response of teachers to
the Winter Mini-Institute, which they said re-energized them to engage in more arts-infused teaching.
This format might become a regular component of the Arts Impact program as a whole.
The mentorship structure was designed to reduce Artist Mentor time in the classroom, a money saving
adaptation. Originally it was thought that the Teacher Leader would be able to mentor their colleagues
without any support from the Artist Mentor. The TTAL+ Teacher Leaders informed us that in spite of all
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the training, they were not ready to go completely solo as a coach. They wanted Artist Mentor support
for the model teach, lesson writing and the first assessment meeting. They felt confident to
independently support their colleagues for the co-teaches, independent teaches, and the final
assessment meeting. Support from content specific experts is accepted best practice in the areas of
math and literacy where teachers have considerable teaching experience. So it is not surprising that the
Teacher Leaders did not want to go it alone in a content area they don’t have near the foundational
training that they do in math and literacy.
In addition to a decreased role for Artist Mentors, specific Teacher Leader training components were
added. It is not sufficient for Teacher Leaders to merely experience the Arts Impact training, which they
did during TTAL, but additional training in coaching and adult learning was also necessary, just as district
level coaches in math or literacy receive additional training. Teacher Leaders received 21 hours of
supplementary training from Arts Impact Artist Mentors and staff over the course of the TTAL+ project
focused on teaching institute lessons, lesson plan writing, assessment, and mentoring/coaching. These
hours were over and above the hours spent co-teaching at the summer institutes and mentoring
teachers in the classroom. By the end of both TTAL and TTAL+, the nine Teacher Leaders that completed
the project logged over 200 hours each of arts-infused training, teaching, and mentoring. Even so,
Teacher Leaders indicated that moving forward, ongoing professional learning and technical support
from Arts Impact was critical to sustaining school wide arts integration. Again, this is not surprising as it
is best practice across all content areas for teachers to engage in continual improvement.
Design and Methodology
The purpose of the evaluation design was to ensure the project met the PDAE goal to implement a highquality model professional development program that strengthens standards-based arts education
programs and ensures that all students meet challenging State academic and art content standards. In
addition, it gathered evidence of the two absolute priorities: (1) development, enhancement, or
expansion of standards-based arts education programs; and (2) integration of standards-based arts
instruction with other core academic area content. The evaluation also demonstrated how the project
met the competitive preferences: 1) to enable more data-based decision-making; and 2) to support
programs, practices or strategies for which there is strong or moderate evidence of effectiveness; and
the two GPRA measures 1) to increase the number of classroom teachers trained in arts-infusion and
2) to increase teachers’ knowledge of standards-based arts content. The evaluation plan used multiple
measures and a mixed methodology to gather quantitative and qualitative data.
Teacher Evaluation
Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (ART) Artist Mentors rated teachers each year on the ART, an annotated
4-point rubric that measures teacher autonomy to teach in and through the arts. Each of the four levels
has detailed descriptions of the attributes for that level, with level four being the highest rating. The ART
measured ten strands across three domains—planning, teaching and assessing. The ART aligns
powerfully with other frameworks for best teaching practice, including the Charlotte Danielson
Framework for Teaching, the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model, and the 5 Dimensions of Teaching and
Learning from the Center for Educational Leadership at the University of Washington. During TTAL, Arts
Impact created a crosswalk between the ART and the Charlotte Danielson Framework, which is used by
Seattle Public Schools, to support teachers demonstrating their distinguished teaching in and through
the arts. Teachers self-rate, using the ART in the second year to reflect on their practice. The Artist
Mentors’ and Teachers’ scores are compared to analyze how well teacher confidence reflects their
competence in arts-infused teaching. The tool provides data on the effectiveness of the training to
prepare teachers to autonomously infuse the arts as well as serving as a self-reflection tool on arts-
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infused teaching practice. In TTAL+, Teacher Leaders also rated teachers using the ART. A copy of the
ART is included in Appendix C.
STAR Classroom Observation ProtocolTM TTAL+ classrooms were rated on the STAR Protocol by outside
observers from The BERC Group, the developers of the STAR Protocol™. The STAR Protocol is a
classroom observation tool that looks for the presence of Powerful Teaching and Learning♥ in five
categories: Skills, Knowledge, Thinking, Application, and Relationships. STAR observations were
administered at Baseline (Spring 2012), Training Year 1 (Spring 2013), Training Year 2 (Spring 2014).
Classrooms are observed during a regular math or reading lesson to determine if the Arts Impact
professional learning model impacts teaching and learning overall, not just during arts-infused lessons.
Teacher Journals Teachers were asked to complete an electronic teacher journal three times during
their mentorship for Training Years 1 and 2. Journals were collected in December, March, and June of
each academic year 2012-13 and 2013-14. The purpose of the journals was to gather data on the
frequency and intensity of arts infused instruction; teacher observations of student engagement during
arts-infused lessons; how performance based assessment data is used to inform instruction; how
teacher leaders are sharing their learning; and the number of lessons, in addition to the mentored
lessons, that were taught. This qualitative data also provided context and insight into conditions that
encouraged or discouraged implementation of arts-infused teaching.
Sustained and Intense Professional Learning (GPRA Measure 1)
TTAL+ project implementation fidelity was monitored through careful tracking of teacher participation
statistics. Sign-in sheets were collected at each summer institute, supplementary workshop, and
professional learning community meetings. Arts Impact staff documented the schedules of classroom
mentorships and carefully monitored completion of all mentorship activities. Completed student
assessments, ARTs, and teacher surveys were collected from each teacher and Artist Mentor and logged
in upon receipt. All participation statistics and completed activities were tracked in an Excel
spreadsheet.
This portion of the evaluation addressed the PDAE GPRA Measure 1. The target was for teachers to
complete 75% of all professional development hours offered and forty hours of PD overall at least a ten
month period. Forty-seven hours of PD were offered in Training Year 1 of TTAL+ and forty-three hours in
Training Year 2.
Arts Knowledge Test (GPRA Measure 2)
The Arts Knowledge Test was developed to measure increase in teacher knowledge of standards-based
arts concepts and skills taught in the TTAL+ curriculum. The project evaluator, Artist Mentors and
project staff developed the pre- and post-test based on the scope and sequence of the project
curriculum and the Washington State Arts Standards. This process ensured content and expert validity.
All items used a similar multiple-choice format. The instrument was pilot tested with a sample of
teachers from across the state but not participating in the current project and then slightly revised for
clarity based on feedback from the pilot test participants. The instrument contained a total of 39
multiple-choice items focused on foundational concepts in dance (10 items), theater (10 items), visual
arts (10 items) and arts pedagogy (9 items). The same instrument was used for both the pre- and posttest. Pilot test and pre-test results showed the test was able to differentiate between teachers who had
different levels of training in the arts and this suggests the instrument has discriminant validity.
Estimates of internal consistency were calculated using Cronbach’s Alpha with pretest data (n=33
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teachers). Results showed the internal consistency of the subscales were 0.92 for dance, .92 for theater,
.88 for visual arts and .84 for art pedagogy.
Student Evaluation
Performance Based Assessments (PBAs) PBAs measured student learning of standards based arts and
arts-infused concepts. PBAs are included with each arts-infused lesson and measure the extent that
students meet the specific learning criteria for each lesson. The project lessons use criteria based
checklists to produce quantitative data. Students receive a 1 if a criterion is met and a 0 if not. Since K-5
students are relative novices to arts infusion, the basis for scoring is either the student demonstrated
the criteria or they did not. There is generally not a rubric or qualitative rating applied. The criteria
based checklist is supported by other PBAs that include peer assessment, self-assessment, group
reflection questions, individual written reflections, and graphic organizers. PBAs are rated separately by
the Arts Impact Artist Mentor and the classroom teacher and compared for reliability. Ratings are made
by looking at student evidence—the artwork from visual arts lessons, and videotape of classroom
performances in dance and theater. Data from PBAs inform instruction indicating which students need
help for each specific criteria, for example a few individuals or the class as a whole. In TTAL+, Teacher
Leaders and teachers rated the students on PBAs. Co-rater reliability on PBAs and classroom teachers’
are calculated for each lesson.
Program Evaluation
Leadership team meetings were held quarterly with SPS Manager of Visual and Performing Arts and
Manager of Professional Development, project principals, Arts Impact Artist Mentors and staff, cultural
organization partners, and evaluators. The purpose of these meetings was to communicate progress and
receive feedback from all partners concerning which components of the project were working well,
where adaptations would improve outcomes, and how the project should move forward once
completed. Sign in sheets for each of these meetings were collected to document participation.
OUTCOMES
Teacher Outcomes
Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (ART)
The Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (ART) contains 22 items – 4 in the areas of planning 5 instructional
strategies, 9 items in teaching and 4 strands for assessing. For this project Artist Mentors and/or Teacher
Leaders mentored teachers as they taught and assessed a lesson from the TTAL+ curriculum and then as
they wrote, taught and assessed an original lesson. Teacher Leaders and Artist Mentors rated the
teachers on the ART based on the mentorship activities. A rating of “3” or “4” is considered evidence of
autonomy in teaching arts-infused lessons.
Overall, the project collected 14 ARTs in Training Year 2, 2013-14. Both Artist Mentors and Teacher
Leaders were supposed to complete an ART on each teacher with Artist Mentors completing the
planning and first assessment portions of the ART, the components they participated in, and the Teacher
Leaders completing the instructional strategies, teaching, and final assessment portions. It should be
noted that the process of Artist Mentors rating some portions of the ART and Teacher Leaders others,
led to some confusion resulting in inconsistencies in how ARTs were rated by Artist Mentors and
Teacher Leaders. In addition, some Teacher Leaders expressed feeling uncomfortable rating their
colleagues on the ART resulting in a couple not rating them at all. The project collected ARTs from Artist
Mentors, Teacher Leaders, and teachers who did self-ratings. Comparisons of these three sources of
ratings were somewhat compromised by the low numbers of completed ARTs. That said, on all Artist
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Mentor ratings received there were only two ratings of less than a “3”. A graphical analysis (Figure 7)
shows that the ratings between Artist Mentors, Teacher Leaders and teachers are in general agreement.
This agreement supports the idea that the project helped Teacher Leaders and teachers internalize the
same standards of teaching the arts that are held by the Artist Mentors and the program model. Results
should be interpreted with caution due to the low number of ARTs collected and the inconsistencies
discussed.
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Figure 7. Automy Rubric for Teachers comparing artists, teacher leaders and self ratings.
Percent of teachers at levels 3 and 4 on the TTAL+ ART for 2013-14
(benchmark is for 80% of teachers to perform at level 3 or 4)

Teaching

Instructional
Strategies

Planning

AM

TL

States enduring understanding (1.1)

100%

Writes learning targets (1.2)

100%

Writes criteria (1.3)

100%

Identifies infused concepts (1.4)

100%

Writes inquiry-based prompts (1.5.1)

100%

Writes strategies (1.5.2)

100%

Differentiates activities (1.5.3)

100%

Identifies resources (1.5.4)

89%

Writes assessments (1.5.5)

100%

Manages classroom (2.1)

100%

Uses warm-up (2.2)

100%

Establishes classroom culture (2.3)

100%

Engages students (2.4)

100%

Prompts for responses (2.5)

100%

Sequences instruction (2.6)

100%

Paces lesson (2.7)

Assessing

Self

80%

86%

Uses criteria-based reflection (2.8)

100%

Infuses arts teaching (2.9)

100%

Reflects and anlyzes (3.1)

100%

Uses observable criteria (3.2)

100%

Writes lesson edits (3.3)

100%

Reflects on teaching (3.4)

100%

STAR Protocol: Impact on instruction
Quality of classroom instruction of participating teachers is monitored using the STAR Classroom
Observation ProtocolTM. The STAR Classroom Observation Protocol is a research-based instrument
designed to measure the degree to which Powerful Teaching and LearningTM is present during a
classroom observation. As part of the design of the STAR Protocol, only the most significant and basic
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indicators are used to determine the presence of Powerful Teaching and Learning. The STAR protocol
quantifies Powerful Teaching and Learning through an Overall measure of alignment with the principles
of learning and through five Essential Components. Baseline, Training Year 1, and Training Year 2
classroom observation data are presented below in comparison with the STAR Average, derived from
over 11,000 observations with the STAR protocol over a ten- year period. Observation data were
collected each spring from the participating schools to enable an understanding of changes over time.
Figure 1 shows the extent of overall alignment with Powerful Teaching and Learning, and Figures 2
through 6 show results for the five Essential Components. Table 4 shows the results for the Indicators.
Following an the initial decline in scores from Baseline to Training Year 1, evidence of Powerful Teaching
and Learning increased slightly in Training Year 2. The Skills, Knowledge, and Relationships components
scored higher than Training Year 1, though still lower than Baseline. The Thinking component remained
constant compared to Training Year 1, while the Application component decreased slightly.
These results should be interpreted cautiously. In 2013-14, fewer teachers were observed due to a
combination of teacher attrition and changed positions, and one school dropping out of the program. A
few teachers moved to specialist positions where they no longer taught math or language arts, and
some left the classroom to take on administrative or coaching roles. In addition, between Years 1 and 2,
some of the teacher participants changed. Because of these issues, it is difficult to determine the impact
the TTAL+ had on instruction. However, there is an indication that the Teacher Leader model may not be
as effective as the Core Arts Impact model where Artist Mentors provide all the professional
development.
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Figure 1. Overall results
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Figure 2. Skills Essential Component
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Figure 3. Knowledge Essential Component
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Figure 4. Thinking Essential Component
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Figure 5. Application Essential Component

Do students extend their learning into relevant contexts?
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Figure 6. Relationships Essential Component
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Table 4. STAR Indicators
Skills Indicators
1. Teacher provides an opportunity for students to develop
and/or demonstrate skills through elaborate reading, writing,
speaking, modeling, diagramming, displaying, solving and/or
demonstrating.
2. Students’ skills are used to demonstrate conceptual
understanding, not just recall.

1

2

3

4

0%

36%

64%

0%
64%

21%

64%

14%

0%
14%

3. Students demonstrate appropriate methods and/or use
appropriate tools within the subject area to acquire and/or
represent information.
Knowledge Indicators

21%

29%

50%

0%

1

2

3

4

4. Teacher assures the focus of the lesson is clear to all students
and that activities/tasks are aligned with the lesson
objective/purpose.
5. Students construct knowledge and/or manipulate information
and ideas to build on prior learning, to discover new meaning,
and to develop conceptual understanding, not just recall.
6. Students engage in significant communication, which could
include speaking/writing, that builds and/or demonstrates
conceptual knowledge and understanding.
Thinking Indicators

7%

29%

64%

0%

50%

64%
21%

57%

21%

0%
21%

14%

50%

36%

0%
36%

1

2

3

4

7. Teacher uses a variety of questioning strategies to encourage
students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving,
and/or communication skills.
8. Students develop and/or demonstrate effective thinking
processes either verbally or in writing.

29%

43%

29%

0%

9. Students demonstrate verbally or in writing that they are
intentionally reflecting on their own learning.

57%

Application Indicators

29%
36%

43%

21%

0%
21%

36%

7%

0%
7%

1

2

3

4

10. Teacher relates lesson content to other subject areas,
personal experiences and contexts.

36%

57%

7%

0%

11. Students demonstrate a meaningful personal connection by
extending learning activities in the classroom and/or beyond the
classroom.
12. Students produce a product and/or performance for an
audience beyond the class.

43%

Relationships Indicators

7%
50%

7%

0%
7%

93%

0%

7%

0%
7%

1

2

3

4

13. Teacher assures the classroom is a positive, inspirational,
safe, and challenging academic environment.

0%

7%

57%

36%

14. Students work collaboratively to share knowledge, complete
projects, and/or critique their work.

43%

15. Students experience instructional approaches that are
adapted to meet the needs of diverse learners (differentiated
learning).

0%
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0%
29%
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57%
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Teacher Journals
Teacher journals were collected three times during Training Year 2 in December 2013, March 2014, and
June 2014. The purpose of the journals was to obtain information on the amount of time teachers spent
teaching arts-infused lessons, factors that encouraged or challenged arts-infused teaching, student
response to arts-infused teaching, use of student performance based assessments, the impact of
cultural study trips, and the impact of the training on school culture as it relates to arts education. A
copy of the Teacher Journal is included in Appendix D.
Fifteen teachers turned in journals. Ten submitted a journal for all three collection points, four
submitted journals for two collection points, and one submitted one journal. Teachers reported a total
of 127.5 hours of arts-infused teaching in addition to the five hours of lessons delivered during the
mentorships. All 15 teachers completed their mentorships making the total hours of arts-infused
teaching 202.5. That is an average of 13.5 hours per teacher. In reality, more hours of arts-infused
teaching occurred as a few teachers reported teaching other arts-infused lessons from resources other
than Arts Impact but did not record the hours. Other teachers reported routinely using short strategies
such as the Brain Dance or theater exercises and did not report the hours. The greatest number of hours
taught was during Training Year 2 between December 2103 and March 2014.
Themes emerged for the various journal questions. Themes are defined as similar responses given more
than once. The questions and the corresponding identified themes are as follows.
What internal or external factors encouraged teaching art lessons
• Kids love it, it engages and motivates them
• Support from Teacher Leaders, collaboration with other teachers in their building to teach arts
lessons
• Lessons aligned with core curriculum
• Teacher enjoys teaching the arts
• Purposefully making time to schedule arts-infused teaching
What internal or external factors discouraged teaching art lessons?
• Not enough time (the number one response mentioned 19 times)
• Difficulty in scheduling time for Teacher Leaders to support colleagues in their classroom
• Space challenges: not conducive or inadequate especially for dance and theater; finding space
for specialists who don’t have their own classroom
• Heavy curriculum load; prescribed curriculum and teaching calendar
• Materials prep and supply organization
• Science unit that has to be taught when materials from the district are made available took
away from time to teach the arts
Describe ways arts-infused teaching has changed your teaching practice overall (asked in the 3rd
Journal period only)
• Think more about infusing and connecting subjects
• Broadened perspectives about teaching and learning
• Produces more creativity for students
• Realization that students need to learn in multiple modalities
Describe student response to arts-infused teaching in 2013-14
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•
•
•

Students love it – 7 separate mentions using the word “love”
Enthusiasm, excitement, enjoyment, engagement, focus, motivated – adjectives that were
recorded more than once
Students ask for more arts, miss it when teachers don’t do it

Describe how you used assessment results to inform your teaching (teachers selected from the
following menu of responses)
• Re-teach of some or all criteria to whole class (20)
• Work toward mastery
(14)
• Individual student help
(19)
• Other:
o Multiple responses indicating modification of the lesson in some way to meet student
needs such as: insufficient prior knowledge, insufficient prior experience with media,
need to pre-teach some concepts, simplification.
What skills, strategies and teaching points did Arts Impact lessons support in your classroom?
• 25 specific math concepts mentioned (the curriculum focus in 2013-14 was on math infusion)
• 21st century skills and CCSS learning processes: precision, perseverance, using tools, close
observation, flexibility, accuracy
• Social emotional skills: taking risks, mutual respect, growing confidence and self-esteem
Describe how you used assessment results to inform students of their own learning (teachers selected
from the following menu of responses)
• Point out areas where students need more practice
(14)
• Have students annotate their checklist
(8)
• Other:
o Criteria based peer reflection
o Group criteria based reflection
o Informed teacher of math concepts students aren’t understanding
o Students revised work as indicated by criteria based self-assessment
o Provide students with criteria for self-monitoring purposes
What Cultural Study Trips did your students take
• Pacific Northwest Ballet Sleeping Beauty
• Book-It Theatre Phantom Tollbooth
• Pacific Northwest Ballet Pinocchio
• Seattle Children’s Theatre Art Dog
• Seattle Asian Art Museum
How did the cultural study visit add to your students’ understanding of the art form and its
connections to their lives?
• Understanding inference in context other than reading (dance – infer dancer’s mood, emotion)
• Relate to their own culture (Seattle Asian Art Museum)
• Connections to curriculum
• Real world exemplars of dance and math concepts
• Change in thinking about ballet being only for girls
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How is the Arts Impact team in your school supporting each other in arts-infused teaching?
• Talking with other teachers about art lessons
• Co-teaching, mentoring, collaborating
• Support for supplies and resources
• Planning for arts education: lessons, special events, resources, materials, ongoing school wide
implementation
Did you influence or support other teams or teachers in your school who have not gone through Arts
Impact
• Only 2 teachers reported not influencing or supporting someone from their building who had
not participated in Arts Impact
• Mentoring and co-teaching
• Sharing resources
• Arts-infused related staff development
Overall, the information from the teacher journals suggests that arts-infused teaching within the TTAL+
buildings using a combination of Teacher Leaders and Artist Mentors to support and sustain arts
integration yielded positive results for teachers and students. Collaboration emerged as a key theme for
how the Teacher Leaders supported arts-infusion in the buildings and it occurred frequently across the
three schools. It was also a theme in factors that encouraged arts-infused teaching.
Teachers were able to specifically itemize math concepts, skills, strategies, and teaching points from the
Arts Impact curriculum, identifying 25 separate math concepts and skills supported by the Arts Impact
curriculum. In addition, Common Core learning processes and 21st Century Skills were called out seven
times, with precision/accuracy mentioned most frequently. Four different social emotional skills were
named multiple times.
Teachers consistently used performance based assessment data to adjust their own instruction and
inform students of their own learning. Teachers reported also using peer to peer and group assessment
strategies to deepen students learning based on learning criteria.
The majority of TTAL+ teachers were able to take their students on a cultural study trip, one of the
training components often difficult to coordinate, with funding and logistical challenges being the most
frequent barriers to completion. One school brought in a professional performing arts group, Book-It
Theatre’s Book It All Over program, a student outreach program that integrates theatre and literacy, as a
solution to cost and logistical challenges. The most frequently reported connections made by students
of the cultural study trip to their lives and what they are learning in school was to be able to see real
world examples of the concepts they learned in the lessons, and how concepts exist across contexts—a
very high order of learning.
Both Teacher Leaders and teachers reported that they influenced or supported other teachers in their
building who had not gone through Arts Impact. Only two teachers reported not influencing or
supporting another teacher. This is an extremely positive outcome as it indicates a culture of
collaboration is present in the schools.
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Teacher Participation in Sustained and Intense Professional Learning GPRA Measure 1
In Training Year 1, 48 hours of professional development were offered over the course of 11 months
(Aug 2012 – June 2013). Twenty-eight teachers completed the first year of training. Twenty-two (22) of
the 28 teachers completed at least 75% (the PDAE program goal) of all PD hours offered. However, 75%
of 48 hours is 36 hours, less than 40 hours targeted by the PDAE program. Only five teachers completed
less than 75% of training. Most of the hours missed were attendance at supplementary workshops or
PLCs offered during afterschool hours or on weekends and teachers were not paid to attend. Teachers
were paid for all other training. It was also challenging for some teachers to attend the afterschool PLCs,
even though they were paid to attend. The location of the PLCs was moved around to try to mitigate the
inconvenience of traveling in rush hour traffic in Seattle, but that was still a barrier to attendance. Afterschool and weekend activities are more difficult to complete than summer training or the classroom
mentorship, which have high attendance rates. In Training Year 2, supplementary workshops were
discontinued. Instead, teachers were encouraged to attend workshops offered by partner cultural
organizations and the Arts Impact Arts Infusion Summer Conference. Seventy-four percent (74%) of
teachers completed all Summer Institute hours in the first year and 70% in the second. Even though one
hundred percent (100%) of teachers completed all mentorship hours in both years one and two,
logistical problems of scheduling, release time, adequate video equipment compromised the quality of
the mentorships. The Summer Institute and mentorships comprise the meat and the bulk of the
training, and are most critical for teacher development. In Training Year 2, a total of 43 hours of PD were
offered. Sixteen teachers completed the full year of training. Thirteen of 16 teachers completed at least
75% of all PD hours offered, with 11 of 16 completing over 40 hours. As in Training Year 1, training was
offered over an 11-month period.
Arts Knowledge Test (AKT) GPRA Measure 2 The AKT specifically addressed the project GPRA Measure
2 to “increase standards-based arts content knowledge for teachers.” The project administered the Arts
Knowledge Test (AKT) three times – at the beginning of the project prior to professional development as
a pencil and paper pre-test, at the middle of the project as an online post-test, and at the end of the
project as an online post-post-test. A total of 20 teachers had pre-test to post-test scores. A total of 11
teachers had pre-test to post-post test scores, and 14 teachers had post-test to post-post test scores.
In Training Year 1 (2012-13) a total of 30 teachers participated in the project. Of the 30 participating
teachers, 20 or 66% had both pre- and post-test data. The pretest was administered to all participants
prior to the start of any professional development at the Summer Institute in 2012 and the post-test was
administered to participants after all professional development activities had been conducted in June of
2013. The project evaluator administered the post-test electronically. Emails alerting all teachers that
the test was coming and email reminders to complete it by the specified deadline were sent to all 30
teachers. Perhaps because this happened at the end of the school year, some teachers were too
distracted to complete the post-test. However, outcomes of the first pre-post AKT showed a statistically
significant increase in arts knowledge as shown in Table 1.
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Table 2. GPRA Measure 2, 2012-13 Training Year 1
Requested Information

Response

Number of teacher participants with both
pretest and posttest scores used in the analysis

20

Statistical test

Paired-samples t-test

test statistic (t)

4.3102

p-value from the statistical test

0.0001887

In Training Year 2, (2013-14) the number of teachers with both pre-test to post-post test scores was too
small (11) for the Dept. of Education provided Excel sheet to calculate a statistic, so this report is for the
14 teachers with post-test to post-post test scores.
The statistic did not report a statistically significant increase in teacher content knowledge between the
post-test and post-post test times. A likely explanation for this finding is that in the design of this project,
the bulk of the professional learning takes place in the first year of the project after two intensive
Summer Institutes and one mentorship with a Teacher Leader and Artist Mentor. After the first year,
teachers continue professional development activities but only have one additional mentorship with a
Teacher Leader and Artist Mentor. Had there been enough teachers to calculate a statistic between the
pre-test and the post-post test, we believe the statistic would have been significant. Unfortunately,
several teachers left the project due to retirement, transfer to another school, change in teaching
assignment, or personal reasons and this is the main reason for the lower number of completed posttests and post-post tests. Project staff encouraged all teachers in a variety of ways to complete the posttest and post-post test online. Results for Training Year 2 are shown in Table 2.
Table 3. GPRA Measure 2, 2013-14 – Training Year 2
Requested Information

Response

Number of teacher participants with both
pretest and posttest scores used in the analysis

14

Statistical test

Wilcoxon

test statistic (W)

0.9863

p-value from the statistical test

0.1620

Student Outcomes
Performance Based Assessments
Students in TTAL+ classrooms were rated using performance-based assessments. There are several
types of PBAs. Teachers and Teacher Leaders were trained in administering the assessments and using
the data as part of their professional learning. Teachers and Artist Mentors co-rate all performancebased assessments to insure validity and reliability of the results. The criteria-based checklists are scored
as teachers and Artist Mentors look at evidence of student learning via artwork created by students in
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visual art lessons, and video of short theater and dance presentations created by students in dance and
theater lessons as well as written or mathematical responses included in the infused lessons.
In 2012-13, TTAL+ teachers taught arts-infused writing curriculum in dance, theater, and visual art. In
2013-14 they taught the arts-infused math curriculum in dance and visual art developed for the Arts
Impact AEMDD grant running simultaneously in other Seattle elementary schools. Most teachers from
the TTAL+ schools had already received the arts-infused reading curriculum during the TTAL project,
which preceded TTAL+, and includes the same schools.
During Training Year 1, the project collected student assessments for 15 arts-infused writing lessons (3
in dance, 1 in theater and 11 in visual arts) that included 78 different criteria. Overall, students
successfully demonstrated 69 of the 78 criteria, or 88%, which exceeds the project target that 70% or
more of students meet lesson criteria.
Table 4. Student PBAs Training Year 1

TTAL+ 2011-12 Year 1 Student Learning Percent of times students met the criteria in lessons
by each arts discipline

Dance

96%

Theater

95%

Visual Arts

92%

In Training Year 2, the project collected student assessments for 27 arts-infused math lessons—16 in
dance and 11 in visual arts that included 124 different criteria. Overall, students successfully
demonstrated 101 of the 124 criteria, or 81%, again exceeding the project target of 70% or more
students meeting lesson criteria.
Table 5. Student PBAs Training Year 2

TTAL+ 2013-14 Year 3 Student Learning Percent of times students met the criteria in lessons
80%…
by each arts discipline
Dance
Visual Arts
All Disciplines
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The quantitative outcomes for PBA’s across all schools are quite high with students meeting criteria
between 80% and 100% on most lessons. A lesson with students meeting less than 80% of criteria is
infrequent. The participating schools have very high levels of poverty and ethnic diversity. While the
student scores were not disaggregated for race or poverty, it is clear from the high percentage of
success that the majority of students were successful, including students from normally
underperforming groups. This is not something that is seen in high stakes assessments. This suggests
that when students are given the opportunity to show their learning in and through the arts, ALL
students can be successful.
As part of transferring responsibility for mentoring teachers to Teacher Leaders, they were tasked with
videotaping student performances for dance and theater lesson assessments, a task Artist Mentors
perform in the Arts Impact Core model. In TTAL+ Teacher Leaders and teachers were responsible for
obtaining video equipment and either videotaping the students themselves or securing someone else to
do the videotaping. Some teachers used iPads and smart phones to videotape, equipment that they
personally owned and was easily available to them. Those methods proved inadequate to yield good
enough video of student performances for accurate assessment of most of the dance and theater
lessons. This resulted in only one valid assessment in dance and theater collected in Training Year 1. In
addition, a Teacher Leader who was coaching teachers in theater, dropped out of the project mid year,
due to family illness, prior to when the performance-based assessments were completed. This was
another factor that contributed to the low number of theater assessments collected.
In the Core Arts Impact model, Artist Mentors are furnished with video camera equipment and are in
charge of video taping the student performances greatly facilitating collection of quality evidence of
student work. This reveals one of several areas related to resources that pose a challenge within the
Teacher Leader model in that it relies on the building and/or the district to provide resources that
otherwise Arts Impact provides.
Teacher Leader Model
Each TTAL+ school chose to organize mentorships slightly different. This was fully expected and in fact
was encouraged that each school carry out the model in a way that best suited their school/faculty
culture, Teacher Leader preferences, school infrastructure and resources while maintaining the integrity
of the Arts Impact model.
Kimball Elementary decided that each of the three Teacher Leaders would mentor teachers in a specific
grade band in all three arts disciplines. One teacher mentored grades K-1, the second 2-3, and the third
4-5. At Dearborn Park Elementary each of the three Teacher Leaders mentored all grades in a specific
arts discipline—one each in Dance, Theater, and Visual Arts. At Roxhill Elementary Teacher Leaders
decided to only mentor in one arts discipline per year with one Teacher Leader working with grades K-2
and the other grades 3-5.
The fourth school, Northgate Elementary, had one Teacher Leader as of 2012-13. Of the other five
teachers in that building that were part of the original 2008-11 TTAL Teacher Leader cohort, only one
remained at the school and that teacher decided not to continue as a Teacher Leader. The Teacher
Leader at Northgate who did remain participated in 100% of the trainings for Teacher Leaders, and
mentored two other intermediate grade teachers in the writing/dance infused lessons. Ultimately
Northgate dropped out of the project by the end of 2012-13 and did not participate at all in 2013-14,
due in large part to lack of principal support. It should be noted that the one Teacher Leader who stuck
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with the project in 2012-13 went on to become a district Career Ladder teacher and is a key advisor to
Seattle Public Schools and Arts Impact in the ongoing work to expand arts integration across the district.
All TTAL+ schools were encouraged to follow the same mentorship structure regardless of how they
assigned Teacher Leaders. In the Arts Impact Core model, the Artist Mentor participates in all
mentorship training components. For the Teacher Leader model, Artist Mentors participated in the
Model Teach, Lesson Write, and Assessment #1, the components Teacher Leaders told us they needed
guidance from a more expert arts instructor. That structure is as follows:
1. Model Teach: Artist Mentor and Teacher Leader co-teach this lesson
2. Co-Teach #1: Teacher Leader and Classroom Teacher co-teach; No Artist Mentor
3. Co-Teach #2: Teacher Leader and Classroom Teacher co-teach; No Artist Mentor
4. Assessment #1: Teacher Leader, Classroom Teachers, Artist Mentors engage in small group
assessment of student work
5. Lesson Write: Teacher Leader, Classroom Teachers, Artist Mentors collaborate in small group
lesson writing
6. Independent Teach #1: Teacher Leader observes Classroom Teacher teach the collaboratively
written lesson; No Artist Mentor
7. Independent Teach #2: Teacher Leader observes Classroom Teacher re-teach, or complete, the
collaboratively written lesson; No Artist Mentor
8. Assessment #2: Teacher Leader and Classroom Teacher meet together one-on-one to assess
student learning; No Artist Mentor
There were inconsistencies in the fidelity of implementation of this mentorship structure, however the
different systems for organizing how Teacher Leaders worked with their building colleagues did not
seem to be a factor. Challenges to maintaining the structure were shared across all three sites and were
primarily related to difficulties in getting principals to approve release time for Teacher Leaders and
developing consistent schedules for the mentorship activities. Scheduling is not something teachers do
on a regular basis, while Arts Impact has tried and true methods for creating consistent mentorship
schedules. Challenges in collecting project data—student assessments, ARTs, and Teacher Journals in
particular—were more pronounced than in the Core Arts Impact training model, where the more
frequent physical presence of the Artist Mentor, the “outside expert,” seems to provide increased
motivation to complete requested documentation. Arts Impact staff was diligent to provide teachers
detailed checklists of requested documentation and multiple email reminders, but these were not as
effective as the direct contact of the Artist Mentor.
In focus groups at the conclusion of the project Teacher Leaders reported that they were uncomfortable
using the term “mentor” with their colleagues. They did not see themselves as content experts, and
indeed they do not have the depth of experience that the Artist Mentors do. As a result, the mentorship
experience of the other teachers in TTAL+ was not as deep as it is when Artist Mentors deliver the
training. Teacher Leaders felt that the lesson writing component was not sustainable as they did not feel
sufficiently knowledgeable and experienced to guide arts-infused lesson writing and were
uncomfortable engaging in the difficult process of guiding teachers through a sometimes frustrating
process.
During Artist Mentor focus groups, they reported that the small group lesson writing process did not
work as well as one-on-one coaching. It is a difficult and sometimes challenging process that requires
careful and tactful guidance of the Artist Mentor to direct the teacher to fully develop the lesson. Artist
Mentors felt that Teacher Leaders glossed over learning targets and criteria, the more difficult elements
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of lesson writing but the most crucial for insuring student learning. Documenting student evidence of
learning in the dance and theater performances was also quite compromised when done by Teacher
Leaders or teachers. In addition to using inadequate equipment, Teacher Leaders didn’t have enough
experience to know what to look for as they are shooting, while Artist Mentors have hundreds of hours
of experience documenting student learning. Artist Mentors also felt that co-teaching by Teacher
Leaders in the Summer Institutes, while highly valued by Teacher Leaders, diminished the depth of
teaching that Artist Mentors can deliver when they facilitate all the learning. Teacher Leaders tended to
choose the warm-up activity or sections of the lessons that didn’t require them to prompt for learning,
or get reflections from teacher participants.
UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES
District Level Teacher Leaders
One of the most exciting outcomes of this project is the impact it has had on Seattle Public Schools’
commitment to arts integration. During the course of both projects TTAL (2008-2011) and TTAL+ (20112014) SPS developed a long-term arts plan, The Creative Advantage, to bring equity and access to arts
education across the state’s largest school district. Arts Impact served as a key advisor in developing arts
integration strategies for Creative Advantage. In addition, SPS realized the value of using Teacher
Leaders to support arts integration across the district and subsequently contracted with Arts Impact to
train Career Ladder teachers in arts integration. Using Career Ladder teachers that have been identified
as leaders and receive both time and compensation to support other teachers, is a more sustainable
approach to district wide arts integration than non-paid Teacher Leaders. No-cost extension funds from
the TTAL+ grant were used during the 2014-15 school year to provide Career Ladder teachers with
mentorships from Arts Impact Artist Mentors.
While TTAL+ Teacher Leaders are committed to supporting arts integration in their buildings, they are
doing so out of sheer personal passion and dedication. Depending on other district and state demands
of their time, they may or may not be able to sustain that support. Because it is part of their job
description, Career Ladder teachers may be a more sustainable option for supporting district wide arts
integration, especially in leading district-wide PLCs and coordinating ongoing professional learning.
Culture of Arts-Infusion
In addition to teachers learning to integrate the arts and students learning in and through the arts,
TTAL+ schools implemented systems and programs that build family, staff, and community support for
the arts and create sustainability of arts integration.
Kimball Elementary created an arts team and developed a long-term arts plan that serves as a roadmap
for arts integration even through principal and staff changes. Kimball hosts an annual Arts Walk,
organized by volunteer staff and family members, featuring student artwork displayed in neighborhood
businesses. Families meet at the school and tour the businesses to see the artwork. The Arts Walk builds
positive relationships between families and neighborhood businesses and positive attitudes towards the
arts as part of ongoing instruction. Funds from student artwork sold in the Arts Walk is used to purchase
further art supplies for Kimball students and support on-going professional learning in arts integration
for the teachers.
Dearborn Park Elementary designated budget line items for substitute coverage to facilitate collegial
classroom observation in arts-infused lessons, co-teaching, and art supplies. The principal is using the
Autonomy Rubric for Teachers/Charlotte Danielson crosswalk that illustrates the alignment between the
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Arts Impact and Charlotte Danielson instructional frameworks as part of teacher evaluation. Dearborn
Park also hosts an annual Arts Parade, showcasing student artwork, dance, theater, and music. The
entire staff of Dearborn Park has now been trained in Arts Impact and starting in 2015-16 they will send
all new staff to Arts Impact training paid for out of their school budget.
Roxhill Elementary designated the technology specialist to be .5 FTE arts and .5 FTE technology specialist
in 2013-14, and then increased the position to a full 1.0 arts position in 2014-15. This Teacher Leader
has been through all of the Arts Impact TTAL and TTAL+ trainings. The positive benefits of TTAL+ at this
school also came into play in January of 2013. Two weeks prior to the Mid-Winter Mini-Institute the
Roxhill principal called to say that her school was involved in new grant that required an all-staff
planning day. Feb. 1, the day of the Mini-Institute, was the only available day for that planning so her
staff would have to miss TTAL+ training. A few days later, she called back to say that her entire staff
communicated that the Arts Impact TTAL+ training was more important because of its value to them and
their students. The principal reversed her decision and the entire faculty attended. Roxhill teachers also
are creating new arts-infused lesson plans for their building and sharing them with Arts Impact. One of
the Roxhill Teacher Leaders is presenting a dance and social emotional skills lesson that he developed
after TTAL+ at a Career Ladder training in September 2015. This teacher and his innovative ways of
connecting the arts to emotions was featured in a Huffington Post article, “Emotions Matter” (October,
29 2014): http://www.huffingtonpost.com/janine-francolini/emotionsmatter_b_6068434.html?utm_hp_ref=tw
Dearborn Park went from Level 1 priority school (lowest performing) to a level 3 school during the years
of TTAL and TTAL+. In 2013-14, the school applied for and met the rigorous criteria to become an
International School with a global arts focus in 2014-15. Kimball went from Level 3 to level 4 school in
the same period, meeting or exceeding district averages on both math and reading standardized
assessments. While Arts Impact was not the only intervention being implemented in these schools
during this period, teachers and principals report that it was the most impactful on both student
achievement and family engagement.
STRENGTHS
Several TTAL+ training activities that were either an adaptation of the Arts Impact model and unique to
TTAL+ or were emphasized more in TTAL+, were identified as strengths of the new model.
Co-teaching Strengthens Instruction Teacher Leaders unanimously endorsed the process of co-teaching
with the Artist Mentors and their Teacher Leader colleagues in the Summer Institute. They stated they
felt like better teachers when they were able to prepare and teach alongside a colleague. They felt the
additional voice of a partner teacher in the instructional process insured that steps or teaching points
were not missed. Each teacher has unique insights or prompts that connect with different students,
insuring that all students are meeting learning targets. They expressed a desire to be able to partner
teach in all subject areas as a better option for instruction. Teacher Leaders also indicated that
collaborative teaching would be more effective if all teachers had the benefit of an Arts Impact Artist
Mentor, not just Teacher Leaders.
Professional Learning Communities Over the course of the TTAL+ projects six, three-hour PLCs were
held, combining TTAL+ teachers with teachers from three additional SPS schools involved in Arts Impact.
Teachers reported that PLCs were very valuable for sustaining and improving arts-infused teaching and
learning and for sharing challenges and solutions for implementing arts-infusion. Teachers said hearing
from and physically connecting with others across the district reminds them they are not the only school
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engaged in integrating the arts and that there are other voices advocating for arts integration. In May of
2015, a district wide arts-infused PLC was held and attracted 35 Arts Impact trained teachers from
across the district including teachers from every TTAL+ school. Teacher recommendations for PLC time
include learning more arts-infused lessons, curriculum mapping, and sharing effective classroom
strategies for arts-infusion. The PLC’s convened for TTAL+ have formed the foundation for a district-wide
arts integration focused PLC as part of SPS strategies to increase arts integration across the district.
Mid School Year Mini-Institute Traditionally, Arts Impact holds five-day Summer Institutes of in-depth
professional learning for teachers. Setting aside an entire week in the summer has become difficult due
to more and more competing district mandated professional learning. To overcome this barrier and to
save money, TTAL+ held three-day Summer Institutes with a fourth day of institute-style training held at
the end of the first school term. The district has a mandated paid day of professional learning between
terms, making it ideal for the fourth institute day. Teachers reported that mid-winter immersion into
learning new arts lessons invigorated them and re-ignited their excitement about teaching the arts. It is
a practice that Arts Impact is considering incorporating into its Core model.
Specific Ties to Curriculum Teachers told us that the specific alignment of the TTAL+ arts-infused lessons
with SPS mandated literacy initiatives and math curriculum were extremely beneficial. The TTAL+
curriculum aligned to Writers Workshop, the district’s endorsed literacy initiative, and Everyday
Mathematics the district math curriculum. Icons are inserted in the arts-infused reading lessons to call
out specific Writers Workshop teaching strategies addressed in the lesson. A list of the specific Everyday
Mathematics lesson titles and number references that connect to the arts-infused math lesson are
included in the materials section of each Arts Impact lesson.
BARRIERS
Resources One of the biggest barriers to the TTAL+ project was availability of resources, especially in the
area of class coverage for Teacher Leaders release time to observe, co-teach, and work with teachers on
lesson writing and assessing student work. In the Arts Impact Core model, schools provide subs for the
lesson writing and assessment sessions but subs are not required when Artist Mentors are modeling and
co-teaching with teachers. In TTAL+, where the Teacher Leader fills the role of co-teaching, an additional
burden of sub-coverage is created.
During theater and dance lessons, the Artist Mentors videotape student performances while the teacher
is leading instruction using Arts Impact provided videotape equipment. None of the TTAL+ schools had
video equipment so teachers used personally owned iPads or smart phones. The quality of video
captured from these devices was not good enough to use as student evidence of learning, compromising
the whole assessment process, one of the key arts-infused learning strategies. In order for the Teacher
Leader model to effectively develop teachers’ abilities to use performance-based assessments, proper
video equipment is needed.
Scheduling While scheduling classroom mentoring activities has always been challenging, Arts Impact
has always been successful in completing mentorship activities. When a “guest” teacher is coming to a
classroom, there seems to be more accountability from teachers to follow through, be prepared, and be
present for scheduled visits. In a few cases, teachers found it a little easier to re-arrange a scheduled
meeting with the Teacher Leader if the timing wasn’t as convenient, than they did when an Artist
Mentor from the outside was coming. This put additional pressure on Teacher Leaders to find the time
to re-schedule with the teachers they were mentoring as well as disrupting the flow of sequentially
paced lessons.
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Leadership support Teacher Leaders felt that there was not a strong enough mandate from district
leadership concerning arts integration. Because the district was not requiring it, principals did not
require it. TTAL+ principals were supportive of the project, but they did not go the extra mile to
mandate participation. As a result, in some schools, a few reticent teachers either did not engage with
the program, or did not give it their best effort. Active leadership to implement arts-infusion was up to
Teacher Leaders who felt they had to be consistently strong advocates in order to maintain program
momentum and implementation. Principal support was often lacking. During TTAL+ implementation of
Common Core State Standards and the statewide Teacher and Principal Evaluation Program was started
in SPS. These two initiatives but huge pressures on principals from their supervisors, deflecting their
support for the TTAL+ project.
Compensation The level of responsibility TTAL+ Teacher Leaders had was considerable. It is one reason
that the original plan of six Teacher Leaders per building, one per grade level, did not come to fruition.
Those who were willing to take on the role, and stayed fully committed to the job, were already
excellent teachers who were passionate about finding ways to reach all their students, and who valued
the arts as a way for them to achieve success. Several TTAL+ Teacher Leaders commented that in most
cases they would not be willing to take on this level of additional work without extra compensation for
the extra work. It was their passion for the arts and its impact on students that made it worth it. As
wonderful as that is, it is not a sustainable system.
CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
TTAL+, and its preceding project, TTAL, revealed a wealth of information about the dynamics of scaling
up arts integration across a whole school or district.
Role of the Artist Mentor is critical
One of the goals of developing a Teacher Leader model was to create a more efficient and cost effective
way to scale up arts integration in a large urban school district. That was achieved by reducing the role
of the Artist Mentor, primarily in the mentorship. Several weaknesses in this design were revealed as
the project unfolded.
Outcomes for student learning and teacher autonomy were on a par with previous Arts Impact research
and evaluation but the data was not nearly as clean. STAR Protocol data did not show improved
instruction across disciplines as in previous Arts Impact research and evaluation. These outcomes, while
not bad, were not at the level normally achieved by Arts Impact and are directly related to the quality of
the professional learning itself that may have been diminished because less experienced and “expert”
trainers were delivering it.
Teacher Leaders themselves made it clear that even with all the training they received in TTAL, and with
additional Teacher Leader training in TTAL+, there were aspects of the mentorship they did not feel
confident to deliver with fidelity. They did not feel comfortable in the role of “mentor” to their
colleagues, did not see themselves as the experts, but did feel confident as collaborators, partners, and
co-teachers, and felt prepared to be a leader among their colleagues in sustaining and embedding artsinfusion in their school.
Implementing mentorships using a combination of Teacher Leaders and Artist Mentors was challenging
on many levels-from logistics, to resources, to fidelity of implementation. The Teacher Leader model
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was a bit like re-creating the wheel when an excellent wheel already existed. Many of the barriers
encountered with the project, while not insurmountable, don't exist when Arts Impact delivers all the
professional learning.
Training provided by the expert in the field is essential to develop teachers’ solid understanding of arts
concepts and skills and autonomy to infuse the arts. Teachers do not have the depth of experience or
knowledge as the professional Artist Mentor, nor can they be expected to achieve that level of expertise
while handling the demands of a classroom teacher. The model that produces the best outcomes is one
in which the Artist Mentor provides all phases of training for every teacher. It is critical that teachers
receive training in content knowledge and skills in the arts from arts professionals as well as have deeply
experienced teaching artists support them in developing their arts-infused teaching practice.
Diminishing the role of the Artist Mentor compromises the quality of the professional learning.
Teacher Leader development increases sustainability
The Teacher Leader model also yielded unexpected outcomes that will improve and strengthen the Core
Arts Impact model. Development of Teacher Leaders within a building to support ongoing arts-infusion
is key factor for sustainability. Teacher Leaders reported that the close work with Artist Mentors over a
significant length of time—five years in all—was the best professional learning they experienced. It
developed their confidence and competence to support their building colleagues. TTAL+ schools showed
significant change in school culture where the arts were embraced by the full staff and became
systemically embedded as part of instruction, overall school improvement strategies, and the fabric of
the school community and family engagement, with Teacher Leaders being the primary drivers of this
change. The additional time spent training the TTAL+ Teacher Leaders and working in their schools also
built capacity of the Teacher Leaders to be advocates for arts integration. The systems and programs put
in place to sustain arts-infusion were primarily initiated and carried out by the Teacher Leaders and their
building colleagues. There was not a directive from the district or the principals for arts-infusion. But
because of teachers’ strong advocacy, principals for the most part were not obstructive. The project
indicates that technical support from Arts Impact beyond the training components contributed to long
lasting change.
Confirmation of past project outcomes TTAL+ outcomes of school transformation confirm findings from
past Arts Impact projects. Arts Impact has seen school culture change similar to those in TTAL+ with
whole school models where the entire staff goes through Arts Impact together and in entire small school
districts where a majority of teachers from all the elementary schools go through the training together.
In one such instance, a small group of teachers completed the training first, ignited excitement and
interest and then returned with a large contingent of teachers from the district for the next two-year
cycle—four years of contact. With technical support from Arts Impact, that district went on to develop
its own scope and sequence of K-5 arts instruction complete with grade level specific lessons and a
timeline for teaching them. Another small district followed a similar path in which nearly 100% of
teachers from all the elementary schools completed Arts Impact over the course of two, two-year
cycles—four years of contact. Their district arts coordinator went on to train as an Arts Impact Artist
Mentor and developed a district annual arts training program, based on the Arts Impact model that is
still operating. The common thread across the whole school and whole district models was active
principal leadership, a core group of teacher leaders who served as the driving force for implementation,
and an extended time of involvement with Arts Impact after the initial two-year training.
In contrast, in a complementary AEMDD program, Arts Impact Dissemination and Expansion, also in high
needs Seattle elementary schools, after two years of training, arts infusion is happening in individual
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classrooms but has not spread school wide. High teacher turnover, changes in principals and lack of
principal leadership, and no funds to provide additional Teacher Leader training or technical support,
were common factors among these schools.
Principal Leadership The above examples from past Arts Impact projects highlight the importance of
principal and district leadership to effect and sustain change. TTAL+ Teacher Leaders told us that arts
integration needs to be mandated by the district in order for principals to fully support it. While TTAL+
principals were generally supportive, they were not the primary leaders of the change as in the stories
of the whole schools and small districts shared above. It was the Teacher Leaders and building teachers
who were the driving forces. Teacher Leaders reported that it was often an uphill battle to get support
for implementing TTAL+ and then it was often passive support. Specific training for district and building
leaders would help to move them toward active support. ArtsEd Washington’s Principal Art Leadership
program is a good example of training that addresses crucial areas of principal and district leadership
such as providing resources for supplies and equipment, time for teachers to be in each others’
classrooms, time for PLCs, and developing long range arts plans.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings from TTAL+ and past Arts Impact projects, the following recommendations for a
creating systemic and sustainable arts integration program across an entire district are put forward.
Whole school training first
It will be most effective to reverse the training process carried out in TTAL+ and train the whole faculty
first in the full Arts Impact program followed by Teacher Leader training. This design gives everyone
equal grounding in arts-infused teaching and learning, creates buy-in, a shared experience, and a shared
pedagogy. Everyone benefits from coaching from the content experts. Subsequently, the best qualified
Teacher Leaders will emerge and they will have the support of colleagues who are already on board and
ready to move forward with arts integration.
Teacher Leader training second
After the whole school has experience the two-year Arts Impact training, additional training for Teacher
Leaders should focus on leading ongoing quality professional learning for arts integration within their
building as opposed to mentoring teachers to become teachers of arts-infusion. Teacher Leader training
should focus on such activities as practices and protocols for leading effective school based PLCs,
strategies for co-teaching, curriculum mapping, and other strategies for sustaining and supporting each
other as colleagues. Teacher Leaders reported that collaborating and co-teaching with Artist Mentors
and their teacher colleagues was the most valuable part of the training. Ongoing collaboration time
with teacher colleagues and content specialists (Artist Mentors) should be built in to school structure
and systems as a sustaining component of arts-infused teaching.
Qualified Artist Mentors key to effective training
Highly qualified Artist Mentors should deliver all aspects of the professional learning. Training provided
by the content expert is essential to develop teachers’ solid understanding of arts concepts and skills
and autonomy to infuse the arts. Teachers do not have the same depth of experience or knowledge as
the professional Artist Mentor, nor can they be expected to achieve that level of expertise while
handling the demands of a classroom teacher.
Ongoing professional learning and technical support
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Technical support—from Arts Impact, the district and other professional groups—to establish district
wide PLCs, create support systems (arts plans, budget, arts leadership team, supply and study trip
coordination, etc.), should continue for a minimum of one year, and perhaps two, after training. Artsinfused professional development for Teacher Leaders, principals, and teachers from arts education
professionals should be ongoing and part of a long-range arts plan or the overall school improvement
plan. Technical support happens simultaneously with Teacher Leader training.
Principal and district leadership
Professional development for principals and district leaders on how to embed arts instruction as part of
the overall strategies for school and student success is vital to success. Leading and supporting
implementation of new and innovative programs, especially a program that is seen as outside of
“essential” content, takes strong and courageous leadership. Just as arts-infused teaching is completely
new for teachers, leading implementation of arts-infusion as a school wide strategy is completely new
for principals and district leaders.
Development of PLCs
Professional Learning Communities at both the school and district levels should be an integral part of
sustaining arts-infused practice. The district, an outside organization, or a combination of both should
provide training for Teacher Leaders in models and protocols for leading effective PLCs.
Creative budgeting
Creative budgeting that leverages existing district professional learning dollars could make scale-up
affordable and sustainable. In large urban school districts focusing on a smaller number of schools
within an identified geographical region of the district to create a community of arts integrated schools
in close proximity to one another, replicating success seen in implementing Arts Impact across small
school districts could also be a strategic and affordable approach to scaling up arts integration. Teacher
Leader training and principal training could include multiple schools and/or districts maximizing use of
funds.
Provide compensation for Teacher Leaders
When teachers assume additional responsibility for the purpose of improving teacher effectiveness and
student outcomes they should be compensated for that work. Passion alone will not sustain artsinfusion systemically within a school or district. Training teachers to integrate the arts as part of existing
district programs such as Seattle’s Career Ladder program, where additional compensation is provided
for added responsibility, could also be a solution to providing Arts Impact trained schools ongoing
support.
IN SUMMARY
The TTAL+ model is an excellent example of the artistic process; gather information, formulate ideas,
create and perform, reflect and respond, revise. The original idea to streamline a high quality program
came out of many hours of planning and discussion and a desire to provide more students with high
quality arts learning. After creating and performing the new idea and then reflecting on the outcomes,
an improved design was created, one that looked quite different from the original vision. TTAL+
demonstrated how to take a great program and make it better. It may not be less expensive initially, but
the return on investment will be much greater than before, yielding dividends far into the future.
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APPENDIX A: Writing Scope and Sequence
TTAL+ YR 1: DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE through WRITING AND DANCE
GRADE

WRITING
GLE FOCUS
3.2.2
Builds a rich
vocabulary

DANCE/
WRITING
AEL 1.1 Concepts
AEL 1.1.2
Principles of
organization
AEL 1.2
Skills and
techniques
AEL 1.4
Audience skills
AEL 2.1-2.3
Create, Perform,
Respond
AEL 4.2
Connections
between arts and
writing
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KINDERGARTEN
YR 1

FIRST GRADE
YR 1

SECOND GRADE
YR 1

THIRD GRADE
YR 1

FOURTH GRADE
YR 1

FIFTH GRADE
YR 1

Uses a variety of words,
through talking,
listening, and language
activities

Uses a variety of words,
through talking,
listening, and language
activities

Uses a variety of words,
through talking,
listening, and language
activities

Uses language for a
specific audience and
purpose

Uses language for a
specific audience and
purpose

Uses language for a
specific audience and
purpose

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Opposites
Prepositions
Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Opposites
Prepositions
Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjectives
Cinquain
Nouns
Vivid Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjectives
Nouns
Vivid Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Pattern
Rhythm
Simile
Syllable
Vivid Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Metaphor
Pattern
Rhythm
Syllable
Vivid Verbs

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Movement
Relationships
Self and general space
Shape
Size: Big and Small

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Energy: Sharp and
Smooth
Levels: High and Low
Movement
Self and general space
Shape
Tempo: fast and slow

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Energy: Sharp and
Smooth
Levels: High, Medium
and Low
Movement
Self and General Space
Shape

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Energy: Sharp and
Smooth
Locomotor and NonLocomotor Movement
Mirroring
Self and General Space
Shape
Size
Tempo

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Energy: Sharp and
Smooth
Levels: High, Medium
and Low
Locomotor and NonLocomotor Movement
Pattern
Rhythm
Shape
Self and General Space
Sound Score
Tempo

Dance Concepts:
Choreography
Energy: Sharp,
Smooth, Swinging,
Shaking
Levels: High, Medium
and Low
Locomotor and NonLocomotor Movement
Pattern
Rhythm
Shape
Self and General Space
Sound Score
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TTAL+ YR 1: DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE through WRITING AND THEATER
GRADE

KINDERGARTEN
YR 1

FIRST GRADE
YR 1

SECOND GRADE
YR 1

THIRD GRADE
YR 1

FOURTH GRADE
YR 1

FIFTH GRADE
YR 1

GLE FOCUS
3.2.1
Uses detail
3.2.2
Builds a rich
vocabulary

Understands concept of
personal voice; Uses a
variety of words

Understands concept of
personal voice; Uses a
variety of words

Writes with voice; Uses
a variety of words

Writes with voice; Uses
language for a specific
audience and purpose

Understands that
different audiences and
purposes affect writer’s
voice; Uses language for
a specific audience and
purpose

THEATER/
WRITING

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Action
Character
Descriptive words

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Action
Character
Descriptive words

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Attribute
Character
Context
Descriptive words
Sentence
Verbs

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Attribute
Character
Consonant
Emotion
Setting

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Attribute
Character
Consonant
Emotion
Setting

Applies understanding
that different
audiences and
purposes affect
writer’s voice; Uses
language for a specific
audience and purpose
Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Character
Emotion
Objective
Specific nouns
Vivid verbs

Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Shape
Center
Characteristic
Diaphragm
Exaggeration
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pitch: High, low
Posture
Projection
Size
Temperament
Trait
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume: Loud, soft

Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Shape
Center
Characteristic
Diaphragm
Exaggeration
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pitch
Posture
Projection
Size
Temperament
Trait
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume

Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Shape
Dialogue
Diaphragm
Emotion
Exaggeration
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pitch
Posture
Projection
Size
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume

Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Shape
Center
Diction
Diaphragm
Emotion
Enunciation
Exaggeration
Facial Expression
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pitch
Posture
Projection
Scene
Tableau
Tongue twister
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume

Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Shape
Center
Diction
Diaphragm
Emotion
Enunciation
Exaggeration
Facial Expression
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pitch
Posture
Projection
Scene
Tableau
Tongue twister
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume

WRITING

AEL 1.1 Concepts
AEL 1.2
Skills and
techniques
AEL 1.4
Audience skills
AEL 2.1-2.3
Create, Perform,
Respond
AEL 3.1
Express feelings
through the arts
AEL 4.2
Connections
between arts and
writing
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Theater Concepts:
Action
Active freeze
Body Center
Center
Dialogue
Diaphragm
Emotion
Exaggeration
Facial Expression
Movement
Neutral
Physical choice
Pose
Posture
Projection
Pronunciation
State of Being
Vibration
Vocal Quality
Volume
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TTAL+ YR 1: DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE through WRITING AND VISUAL ARTS
GRADE

WRITING
GLE FOCUS
3.2.1
Uses detail
3.2.2
Builds a rich
vocabulary

VISUAL ARTS/
WRITING

AEL 1.1 Concepts
AEL 1.1.2
Principles of
organization
AEL 1.2
Skills and
techniques
AEL 1.4
Audience skills
AEL 2.1
Creative process
AEL 3.1
Express feelings
through the arts
AEL 4.2
Connections
between arts and
writing
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KINDERGARTEN
YR 1

FIRST GRADE
YR 1

SECOND GRADE
YR 1

THIRD GRADE
YR 1

FOURTH GRADE
YR 1

FIFTH GRADE
YR 1

Understands concept of
personal voice; Uses a
variety of words

Understands concept of
personal voice; Uses a
variety of words

Writes with voice; Uses
a variety of words

Writes with voice; Uses
language for a specific
audience and purpose

Understands that
different audiences and
purposes affect writer’s
voice; Uses language for
a specific audience and
purpose

Applies understanding
that different audiences
and purposes affect
writer’s voice; Uses
language for a specific
audience and purpose

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Action
Adjectives
Verb

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjectives
Senses

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Expressive
Adjectives
Verb

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjectives
Emotion
Imagery
Mood
Sensory
Visual Imagery

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjectives
Metaphor
Mood
Specific Nouns
Vivid Verbs

Visual Arts Concepts:
Composition
Landscape
Line direction: curved,
diagonal, horizontal,
vertical
Oil pastel
Opaque
Texture: actual
Visual energy
Visual stillness

Visual Arts Concepts:
Chamois
Charcoal
Cityscape
Conté crayon
Contour line
Line direction:
horizontal, vertical
Line quality: thick, thin,
rough, smooth, solid,
broken
Marks
Oil pastel
Opaque
Still life
Texture: implied
Visual Excitement
Watercolor
Wash

Visual Arts Concepts:
Active line
Brush and ink
Brushstroke: dry, wet
Crisp line
Composition
Contour line
Depth
Line direction: curved,
diagonal, horizontal,
vertical, zigzag
Organic form
Point of view
Still life
Watercolor
Wash

Visual Arts Concepts:
Chamois
Charcoal
Content
Contour line
Depth
Figure mannequin
Geometric form
Gesture
Line direction: curved,
diagonal, zigzag
Line quality: rough,
smooth, jagged, soft
Organic form
Overlapping
Repetition
Still Life
Tortillion
Visual Dynamism

Literacy-Infused
Concepts:
Adjective
Attribute
Beginning
Character
Descriptive
Emotion
Narrative
Specific Nouns
Vivid Verbs
Visual Arts Concepts:
Blind contour line
Buddha
Calligraphic line
Contour line
Color wheel
Complementary Colors
Expressive line
Gesture
Logo
Mudra
Simplified
Sketch
Symbolism
Visual Contrast

Visual Arts Concepts:
2-D / 3-D
Cast shadow
Charcoal
Color scheme
Conté crayon
Cross-hatching
Emotion
Expressive
Form
Glaze
Gouache
Hatching
Highlights
Monochromatic
Portrait
Proportion
Self-portrait
Shadow
Tint
Tortillion
Value: high, medium,
low
Visual imagery
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APPENDIX B: Math Scope and Sequence
MATH and DANCE/VISUAL ARTS
DISCIPLINES
GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF
USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS

DANCE/MATH INFUSED
Lesson 1
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equality/Equivalency

Lesson 2
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Numeracy

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Balance
Difference
Same

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Addition
Subtraction

Math Concepts:
Equal
Equation

Dance Concepts:
General space
Movement
Puzzle shape

Dance Concepts:
General space
Kinesphere
Movement
Self-space
Shape

GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF
USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS

Lesson 3

Lesson 1
Numbers and
Operations in Base Ten
Counting and
Cardinality

Geometry

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Shape
Math Concepts:
Triangle
Square
Rectangle
Trapezoid

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Circle
Line
Shape
Space
Math Concepts:
Array
Counting
Group
Sorting

Dance Concepts:
Kinesphere

Visual Arts Concepts:
Composition
ST

Lesson 2
Geometry

Lesson 3
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equality/Equivalency

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
2-D, 3-D
Above, Below, Beside
Cube
Curved
Rectangle
Shape
Square
Triangle
Math Concepts:
Composite
Corner
Side
Visual Arts Concepts:
Composition
Stamping

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Above, Below, Beside
Grid
Square

Lesson 3
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equivalency

Math Concepts:
Equal
Equation
Visual Arts Concepts:
Balance
Collage
Craftsmanship
Repetition

1 GRADE
Lesson 1
Geometry
Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:

Part
Whole
Math Concepts:
Circle
Fourth
Half
Quarter
Dance Concepts:
General space
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VISUAL ARTS/MATH INFUSED
KINDERGARTEN

Lesson 2
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equivalency
Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Comparison

Lesson 3

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Measurement and Data

Measurement and
Data

Geometry

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Height: Short, Tall
Length: Long, Short

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Diagonal
Horizontal
Line direction
Long, Medium, Short
Vertical

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Shape
Circle
Square
Rectangle

Math Concepts:
Greater than >
Less than <
Equal to =

Math Concepts:
Measure

Dance Concepts:
Movement
Shape

Dance Concepts:
General space
Kinesphere
Movement
Self-space

Math Concepts:
Length
Measure
Unit

Math Concepts:
Composite shape
Fourth
Fraction
Half
Quarter

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Repetition
Symbol
Math Concepts:
Addition
Equal
Equation
Subtraction
Visual Arts Concepts:
Print
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Mirror
Movement
Self-space
Shape

DISCIPLINES
GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF
USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS

Shadow
Shape

DANCE/MATH INFUSED
2
Lesson 1
Numbers and
Operations in Base Ten
Place Value

Lesson 2
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equality/Equivalency

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Count
Size

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Count
Solve

Math Concepts:
Place Value

Math Concepts:
Addends
Addition
Equals
Equation
Subtraction
Sum
Word problem

Dance Concepts:
Kinesphere
Movement
Self-space
Shape

Dance Concepts:
Choreographer
Energy: smooth and sharp
Shape
Space: self and general

GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF
USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS

ND

VISUAL ARTS/MATH INFUSED

Geometry
Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Shape
Math Concepts:
Angle
Equal
Polygon
Hexagon
Pentagon
Quadrilateral
Triangle
Regular and Irregular
Side
Dance Concepts:
Kinesphere
Sequence
RD

Texture
Unity
Variety

Visual Arts Concepts:
Balance
Collage
Composition

GRADE

Lesson 3

3

Lesson 1
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Equality/Equivalency

Lesson 2
Numbers and
Operations in Base Ten
Place Value

Lesson 3

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Identical
Repetition
Rows
Shape
Math Concepts:
Addition
Columns
Equation
Even
Odd
Quarters
Visual Arts Concepts:
Collage
Composition
Contrast
Unity
Warm and Cool Colors

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Grid
Horizontal
Shape
Vertical
Math Concepts:
100s,10s,1s
Equal to
Greater than
Less than
Place value
Visual Arts Concepts:
Balance
Limited palette
Non-objective
Repetition
Rubbing
Unity

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Diagonal
Geometric shape
Hexagon
Horizontal
Pentagon
Triangle
Vertical
Math Concepts:
Fraction
Part
Quadrilateral
Regular
Side
Visual Arts Concepts:
Composition
Craftsmanship
Movement

Geometry

GRADE

Lesson 1
Operations & Algebraic
Thinking
Multiplication

Lesson 2
Numbers and
Operations Fractions

Lesson 3
Geometry and
Measurement and Data

Lesson 1
Fractions & Operations
and Algebra
Equality/Equivalency

Lesson 2
Geometry and
Measurement and
Data

Lesson 3
Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Multiplication

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Counts
Sets

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Counts

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Measurement
Rectangle
Shape

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Asymmetry
Horizontal
Shape
Symmetry
Vertical
Math Concepts:

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Geometric shape
Grid
Horizontal
Space
Vertical
Math Concepts:

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Horizontal
Shape
Symmetry
Vertical
Math Concepts:
Array

Math Concepts:
Multiplication

Math Concepts:
Fractions
Dance Concepts:
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Visual Arts Concepts:
Composition
Variety

Math Concepts:
Area
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Dance Concepts:
Energy: Shaking, Sharp,
Smooth, Swinging

DISCIPLINES
GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF
USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS
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Perimeter
Dance Concepts:
Bound Movement/Shape
Choreographer
Free Movement/Shape

DANCE/MATH INFUSED

Area
Equal
Fraction: Part, Whole
Quarter
Visual Arts Concepts:
Collage
Complementary color
Composition
Contrast
Informal balance

Addition
Area
Half
Rectangle
Square
Visual Arts Concepts:
Background
Balance
Composition
Space: negative, positive
Unify
Weaving

Divide
Equation
Expression
Group
Multiply
Row
Visual Arts Concepts:
Assemblage
Balance
Composition
Ground
Repetition

VISUAL ARTS/MATH INFUSED

TH

4 GRADE
Lesson 1
Numbers and
Operations
Algebraic Thinking
Number Patterns

Lesson 2
Geometry
Angles

Lesson 3
Numbers and
Operations Fractions

Lesson 1
Numbers and
Operations
Algebraic Thinking
Number Patterns

Lesson 2
Numbers and
Operations Fractions

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Pattern

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Angles

Math Concepts:
Rule
Number

Math Concepts:
Acute angle
Line segment
Obtuse angle
Right angle
Straight angle

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:
Counts
Sequence

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Grid
Pattern
Math Concepts:
Addition
Prediction
Rule
Subtraction
Symbol
Visual Arts Concepts:
Background
Color Palette
Contrast
Line
Repetition
Shape
Template

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Fraction
Horizontal, Vertical

Dance Concepts:
Locomotor movement
Non-locomotor movement
Shape
Space: self, general

GRADE
LESSON
CCSS MATH
DOMAIN(S)
MATH/ARTSINF

Choreography
Levels: High, Low
Shape
Space: Self, General

Dance Concepts:
Focus
Locomotor movement
Shape

Math Concepts:
Fractions
Dance Concepts:
Choreographer
Movement
Shape

Math Concepts:
Denominator
Eighth, Half, Quarter
Visual Arts Concepts:
Background
Collage
Composition
Depth
Nonobjective
Proportion
Space
Translucent

TH

Lesson 3
Geometry

Math/Visual Arts Infused
Concepts:
Angle
Diagonal
Parallel, Perpendicular
Math Concepts:
Angles: Acute, Obtuse,
Right
Endpoint
Horizontal, Vertical
Ray
Visual Arts Concepts:
Abstract
Composition
Converging line
Depth
Gradation
Overlapping
Tone
Value

5 GRADE
Lesson 1
Operations & Algebraic
Thinking: Variables

Lesson 2
Geometry
Quadrilaterals

Lesson 3
Numbers and
Operations Fractions

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:

Math/Dance Infused
Concepts:

Lesson 1
Operations & Algebra
Equality/Equivalency

Lesson 2
Fractions &
Measurement & Data

Lesson 3
Numbers and
Operations Fractions
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USED, MATH
and ARTS
CONCEPTS

Counts
Value
Math Concepts:
Equation
Variable
Dance Concepts:
Choreographer
Locomotor movement
Non-locomotor movement
Shape
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Sequence
Shape
Math Concepts:
Angle
Kite
Parallelogram Trapezoid
Polygon
Quadrilateral
Rectangle
Rhombus
Side
Square
Dance Concepts:
Choreographer

Pattern
Math Concepts:
Addition
Fractions
Subtraction
Dance Concepts:
Body percussion
Choreographer
Contrast
Energy: Sharp, Smooth
Movement
Shape
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APPENDIX C: Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (ART)

Autonomy Rubric for Teachers
Since 2002, Arts Impact has used an analytic rubric to measure levels of teacher performance in planning,
teaching, and assessing arts and arts infused instruction. This evaluation protocol, known as the Autonomy
Rubric for Teachers (ART) is designed as a tool for facilitating continuous growth in teacher practice. Arts Impact’s
ART aligns closely with other frameworks for best teaching practice, including the Charlotte Danielson Framework
for Teaching, the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model, and the 5 Dimensions of Teaching and Learning from the
Center for Educational Leadership at the University of Washington.
In Year One of training, the Artist Mentor uses the tool as a way to track and give objective feedback to
classroom teachers about their mentorships.
In Year Two of training, both the teacher and their Artist Mentor use the ART independently to reflect on the
mentorship. They then take the opportunity to share their reflections on their individual scores and consider the
overall growth by the teacher in teaching the arts. The tool is used by classroom teachers for goal-setting and
continued planning for further professional development in arts and arts infused teaching.
Circle the level of performance you feel most closely reflects your work. Many teaching dynamics are a lifelong
learning curve, but by making an appraisal of where you stand thus far, you and your mentors have a better
understanding of where Arts Impact can best support you in your arts teaching and learning.
After you complete planning your lesson, as soon as possible (if applicable):
o Independently circle one rubric level (1-4) for each of the nine planning strands;
After you complete teaching your lesson, as soon as possible:
o Independently circle one rubric level (1-4) for each of the nine teaching strands;
After you independently, side-by-side assess the student artwork or performances, and before you discuss your
assessments with your Artist-Mentor:
o Independently circle one rubric level (1-4) for each of the four assessment strands.
o In the assessment meeting, talk about the levels of autonomy you have achieved as you reflect together—
discuss the areas where your scoring is different than the Artist Mentor’s scoring. Take time to celebrate your
strengths, and talk about strategies you could pursue to realize continuous growth in arts teaching.
Our THANKS for using this tool! And congratulations for your reflective teaching practice!
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INDICATORS OF TEACHER’S AUTONOMY FOR ARTS INSTRUCTION
Teacher Name
Rater: £Self

School

___Date
______ £ Evaluator/Staff

£Artist-Mentor

Directions: Circle the description for each strand that best illustrates LESSON PLANNING. (A-M=artist-mentor)

Pedagogical Framework
4

3

2

1

Identifies a big idea
that transfers
across examples

Identifies an idea
related to a
specific context

Identifies a
theme

Enduring
Understanding
not identified

Identifies specific,
knowledge and/or
skills related to
Grade Level
Expectations in
State standards or
Common Core
Standards in the
arts and other
content areas

Identifies
knowledge
and/or skills that
are related to the
arts Grade Level
Expectations or
CCSS but not
both

Identifies
nonspecific
knowledge
and/or skills

Learning targets
not identified

Writes attributes
that can be
observed and
scored objectively

Writes attributes
that can be
observed, but
might be scored
differently by
two raters

Writes attributes
that can’t be
observed or
scored
objectively

Observable traits
of criteria not
identified

Identifies authentic
conceptual
connections
between two or

Links two
disciplines
contextually;
concepts mean

Links two
subjects
thematically
For example,

No connections
are made
between the art
form and another

1. PLANNING
Arts and Arts infused Teaching
1.1 States the enduring
understanding that goes beyond a
specific lesson (big idea)
Observations:

NOTE: Definition of an enduring
understanding: A relationship
between two concepts that is true
across time, across cultures, and in
multiple examples, e.g. “A character’s
objective can define the sequence of
the story.”
1.2 Writes developmentally
appropriate arts learning targets
(knowledge—concepts and skills—
techniques) based on prior knowledge
of students
Observations:

NOTE: Learning targets identify what
a student should know, do or be in
relation to the concepts taught.
1.3 Writes observable criteria
Observations:
NOTE: Assessment criteria are what
an observer will see, hear or can
describe that shows what the student
knows.
1.4 (If applicable) Identifies arts
infused concepts
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Observations:
NOTE: Arts infused concepts are
those which are authentically shared
between two or more disciplines, and
mean the same thing in each
discipline, e.g. Symmetry means the
same thing in math as it does in visual
arts and dance.

more disciplines;
concepts mean the
same thing in both
disciplines

different things
in each discipline
For example, a
warm tone of
voice means
something
different from
warm tones of a
color, even
though they are
both concepts

doing a skit to
illustrate
Westward
Expansion, but
not teaching any
theater concepts,
skills or
techniques

discipline

Writes open-ended
prompts and
questions to
engage students
in higher order
thinking, e.g.
creating, analyzing,
metacognition

Writes prompts
and questions to
involve student
participation
only in cognitive
tasks, e.g.
describing,
listing, recalling

Writes prompts
and questions
that limit
student
engagement,
e.g. yes/no
questions,
questions with
one right answer

No prompts are
identified

Writes strategies to
check for prior
knowledge, and
sequences
instruction to
cooperatively build
understanding

Sequences
major steps,
without
reference to
students’ prior
knowledge

Lists some steps
without
sequencing
instruction

Sequence of
activities is not
identified

Writes a variety of
strategies to
engage diverse
learning styles
and ways of
processing
content, e.g. visual,
linguistic,
kinesthetic learning
styles, as well as a
range of
individual/small
group/large group
activities
Identifies and
references two or
more arts
resources from
different cultural
traditions which
illustrate the
concepts in the
lesson

Writes strategies
to engage
diverse learning
styles, without
varying learning
contexts

Writes strategies
that favor one
way of learning
and processing
content, e.g.
linguistic learning
style, or full
group learning

Diverse learning
needs not
identified

Identifies and
references a
single arts
resource which
connects to the
concepts in the
lesson

Selects an arts
resource
without a direct
relationship to
lesson concepts

Lesson resource
not identified

1.5. Instructional Strategies include:
1.5.1 Writes inquiry-based learning
prompts to engage students
Observations:

1.5.2 Writes teaching strategies in
sequence to scaffold learning
Observations:

NOTE: Scaffolding includes
establishing students’ prior knowledge
and intentionally sequencing
instruction to build comprehension,
both individually and cooperatively.
1.5.3 Differentiates learning activities
to engage multiple modalities and
learning styles
Observations:

1.5.4 Identifies supporting cultural
resource
Observations:

NOTE: Arts Impact supports using
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local arts resources as much as
possible, so that students have an
opportunity to have a face-to-face
encounter with the work of art or
performance referenced in the lesson.
1.5.5 Writes and embeds a variety of
criteria based assessments so that
both students and teacher assess
learning throughout and after the
lesson
Observations:

Selects and
embeds multiple
criteria-based
assessment
strategies to
engage both
students and
teacher in
measuring learning
formatively and
summatively

Writes and
embeds only
teacherconducted
assessment
strategies in
lesson

Writes only
summative
assessment
strategies

Assessments not
identified

Directions: Circle the description for each strand that best illustrates TEACHING. (A-M=Artist-Mentor)

2. TEACHING Arts and Arts Infusion
Uses instructional strategies which include:

2.1 Uses classroom
management procedures and
organization of physical space to
maximize instruction
Observations:

2.2 Uses warm-up to introduce
conceptual focus of lesson

4

3

2

1

Provides safe,
structured
classroom setting,
material
organization, and
procedures to
maintain flow and
maximize
instructional time.

Prepares
classroom, but
lacks structure
(systems) for
classroom setting,
material
organization, and
student interaction

Attempts to
prepare
classroom
during lesson

Omits
classroom
management
strategies from
teaching

Uses warm-up activity
to preview and
practice conceptual
understanding

Mentions concept
in warm-up

Uses a warm-up
with no
connection to
concept

Omits warm-up
in teaching

Cultivates culturally
responsive,
respectful norms;
encourages turn
taking and taking
risks

Uses respectful
language, but
preferences some
responses over
others, limiting
risk taking

Gives empty
praise, so that
students lack
confidence in
how to respond

Suggests there
is only one
correct way to
respond

Asks open-ended
prompts and
questions to engage
students in higher
order thinking, e.g.
creating, analyzing,
metacognition

Asks prompts and
questions to
involve student
participation only
in cognitive tasks,
e.g. describing,
listing, recalling

Asks prompts
and questions
that limit
student
engagement,
e.g. yes/no
questions,
questions with
one right
answer

Uses direct
teaching only –
no student
interaction

Observations:

2.3 Establishes a classroom
culture based on mutual respect
and rapport, creating a foundation
of trust from which students can
risk
Observations:

2.4 Engages students in learning,
so that students develop their own
understanding of the content
Observations:
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2.5 Prompts for creative original
responses and innovative
thinking
Observations:
2.6 Sequences instruction to
scaffold learning
Observations:

2.7 Paces lesson in response to
student learning
Observations:

2.8 Uses criteria-based reflection
to engage both students and
teacher in assessing learning
formatively and summatively.
Observations:
2.9 (If applicable) Infuses arts
teaching with other core
curriculum.
Observations:

Brainstorms for
individual
responses and
highlights innovative
strategies that meet
criteria

Reminds students
there are a range
of responses that
meet criteria

Limits
solutions that
meet criteria

Allows for only
one right
answer

Sequences
instruction to
cooperatively build
understanding, with a
clear beginning,
middle and end and
time for closure and
student reflection on
learning

Sequences major
steps, with clear
beginning, middle
and end but no
student reflection
on learning

Teaches some
steps in
sequence, but
omits major
step(s) with no
clear beginning,
middle or end,
or student
reflection on
learning

Leads lesson
with no
perceivable
sequence,
closure or
student
reflection

Uses optimum time
for each segment;
adjusts pacing
based on student
feedback

Either moves too
quickly or too
slowly to engage
and sustain
learning

Paces lesson
according to
pre-determined
timeframe,
rather than
student cues

Lesson is not
completed,
does not have
closure

Embeds multiple
criteria-based
assessment
strategies to engage
both students and
teacher in measuring
learning both
formatively and
summatively
Infuses learning so
that students can
make authentic
conceptual
connections
between two or more
disciplines

Only teacher
assesses learning
during and after
the lesson

Assesses only
summatively

Assesses
without criteria
focus
(uses subjective
lens, e.g.
beauty,
complexity, etc.)

Links two
disciplines
contextually, but
blurs distinctions
between the
different ways the
concepts are
defined in each
discipline

Links two
subjects
thematically
(e.g. rain forest,
migration), but
teaches content
only in one area

Identifies
concept(s) from
only one
discipline

Directions: Circle the description for each strand that best illustrates ASSESSMENTS. (A-M=Artist-Mentor)

3. ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION … Arts and Arts Infused Learning
Uses assessment/evaluation strategies which include:
.

3.1 Reflects and analyzes
effectiveness of lesson, as well as
causes for gaps in achievement
Observations:
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3

2

1

Refers to specific
criteria when
recalling and
analyzing why
targets were
achieved/ not
achieved

Recalls and
analyzes general
target
achievements and
breakdowns

Recalls general
lesson
success or
breakdowns

Reflects on
successes/
breakdowns
inaccurately
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3.2 Uses observable criteria in the
lesson plan as only focus for
scoring

Scores using criteria
as only focus

Scores with
inconsistent
attention to
criteria

Scores with
subjective
comments
(based on
teacher
preconceived
opinions or
biases)

Omits criteriabased scoring
from
assessments

Edits or adjusts
lesson in response to
specific student
work; chooses
alternative
strategies as
necessary

Edits or approves
lesson with general
reference to
student work

Makes edits
unrelated to
student work

Plans to reteach
lesson without
lesson review

Reflects and
analyzes choices
made in both
planning and
instruction that
impacted learning;
uses reflections to
refine future teaching

Reflects on
choices made in
instruction that
impacted learning,
without
suggesting
refinements

Assigns failure
or success of
lesson to
factors outside
of the
teacher’s
control

Reflection on
lesson is
omitted

Observations:

3.3 Writes lesson edits in
response to student work,
adapting for specific needs and
abilities
Observations:

3.4 Reflects on teaching
Observations:
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APPENDIX D: Teacher Journal

Arts Impact
TEACHER JOURNAL #1
TTAL+ 2013-14

Please complete the attached Arts Impact Teacher Journal for your 2013-14 TTAL+ mentorship. You
will be asked to complete the journal three times during the course of the 2013-14 school year as
follows:
•
•
•

Teacher Journal #1: Due December 5, 2013
Teacher Journal #2: Due March 6, 2014
Teacher Journal #3: Due June 15, 2014

The goal for this survey is to gather data on:
•
•
•
•

The frequency and intensity of arts infused instruction
Teacher observations of student engagement during arts-infused lessons
How performance based assessment data is used to inform instruction
How many lessons in addition to the mentored lessons were taught

Please refer to the enclosed list of Arts Impact lessons when completing this journal.
We appreciate your cooperation in responding to the journal questions as completely and timely as
possible.
You may choose to complete the journal electronically and email it to us or you may choose to complete
the journal by hand and return via the PLC meetings or U.S. postal mail.
Thank you.
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Arts Impact Teacher Journal #1
2013-14
Teacher Name
Grade Level

School

Mentorship discipline: select one

Dance

Date of Mentorship: From

To

Artist Mentor Name:

Visual Arts

Teacher Leader Name

PLEASE RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS BELOW:
1. Did you teach any arts lessons from the beginning of the school year to December 2013?
N
If YES, please respond to questions 2 - 4. If NO, please skip to question 5.

Y

2. From which other discipline(s) did you teach lessons? Select the ones that apply.
Dance
Theater
Visual Arts
3. From the list provided, indicate the number code of the lessons you taught that were not a part of
your mentorship followed by the number of class time hours spent on the lesson. (Please include
any lessons you have taught from either the literacy-infused or math-infused curricula:

Lesson number code
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time hours
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4. What internal or external factors encouraged teaching other lessons that were not a part of your
mentorship?
5. What internal or external factors discouraged teaching other lessons that were not a part of your
mentorship?
6. Describe student response to arts-infused teaching during this first trimester of teaching.

7. Describe how you used assessment results from the arts infused mentorship lessons to inform
your teaching.
Re-teach of some or all criteria to whole class
Work toward mastery: repeat lesson, change media or context (book)
Individual student help
Other:
8. What math skills, strategies, and teaching points did Arts Impact lessons support in your
classroom?
9. Describe how you used assessment results to inform students of their own learning.
Point out areas where students need more practice
Have students annotate their checklist i.e., describe how they met the criteria
Other:
10. What cultural study trip(s) did your students make?
11. Did any other classes accompany your class on their cultural study trip(s)?
12. How did the cultural study visit add to your students’ understanding of the art form and its
connections to their lives?
13. How is the Arts Impact team in your school supporting each other in arts-infused teaching?
14. Did you influence or support other teams or teachers in your school in arts-infused teaching who
have not gone through Arts Impact training? If so, please describe.
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APPENDIX E: Lesson Plan
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ARTS IMPACT LESSON PLAN
Theater and Writing Infused Lesson
Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
Author: Dave Quicksall
Grade Level: Third
Enduring Understanding
Characters and emotions can be communicated through the physical expression of specific actions.
Lesson Description (Use for family communication and displaying student art)
Students explore how actions are used to communicate characters and their feelings. They pantomime
verbs and emotions. Working with partners, the students create and perform short scenes that
successfully convey specific characters and feelings.
Learning Targets and Assessment Criteria
Target: Identifies the physical attributes of a specific action.
Criteria: Uses movement, posture, and gesture to convey the meaning of a verb.
Target: Identifies the physical attributes of a specific emotion.
Criteria: Uses movement, posture, and gesture to express a feeling.
Target: Identifies actions specific to a character.
Criteria: Uses movement and gestures to show activities/feelings that are associated with a
specific person.
Target: Describes the actions seen in a scene.
Criteria: Uses specific words to tell whom the characters are, what they are doing, and how they
are feeling.

Vocabulary

Materials

Arts Infused:
Action
Attribute
Character
Emotion

Museum Artworks or Performance

Writing:
Descriptive words

Tacoma, WA
Broadway Center for the Performing Arts

Arts:
Gesture
Pantomime
Posture

Materials
Whiteboard or chart paper & markers;
Arts Impact journal; Lesson worksheet;
Pencil; White cardstock: 8.5x11”, copy
character cards from lesson, cut into
individual cards

Seattle, WA
Book-It Repertory Theater
Seattle Children’s Theatre

Tools
Body, voice, imagination

!

Learning Standards

WA Arts State Grade Level Expectations
For the full description of each WA State Arts
Grade Level Expectation, see:
http://www.k12.wa.us/Arts/Standards
1.2.1 skills and techniques: facial expressions,
gestures, movements
1.2.3 skills and techniques: creates a character
1.2.4 skills and techniques: creates relationships
between characters
1.2.6 skills and techniques: creates a scene
1.4.1 Audience skills
2.1.1 Creative Process
2.2.1 Performance Process
2.3.1 Responding Process
3.1.1 Expresses feelings and presents ideas
Early Learning Guidelines (Pre-K – Grade 3)
(Age 4-5) 3. Touching, seeing, hearing and
moving around: Using the large muscles (gross
motor skills).
(Age 4-5) 5. Communicating: Speaking and
listening: use words to describe actions and
emotions.

continued
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(Age 4-5) 6. Learning about my world: Arts: Show
creativity and imagination; perform elements of
drama; participate in dramatic play.
Common Core State Standards in ELA
(Language)
For a full description of CCSS Standards by grade
level see:
http://www.k12.wa.us/CoreStandards/ELAstandar
ds/
W.3.8. Recall information from experience.
L.3.1. Conventions of grammar: verbs, adjectives,
adverbs.
L.3.2. Conventions of spelling
L.3.3. Conventions when writing: choose words
and phrases for effect.

ARTS IMPACT THEATER AND WRITING INFUSION – Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
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ICON KEY:

" = Notes specific Writers Workshop Curriculum strategies addressed
# = Indicates note or reminder for teacher
! = Embedded assessment points in the lesson
COLOR CODING for ARTS AND LITERACY INFUSED PROCESSES:
GENERATE IDEAS

CONSTRUCT MEANING

SELF-REFLECT

Gather Information
• From WHAT you know
• From WHO you know
• Brainstorm

• Create drafts
• Organize ideas
• Make a choice

• Check in with self
• Check in with others
• Refine work

Pre-Teach
This is the third writing infused lesson in a series of three. The first two infused
lessons, The Super Expressive Body – Actions and Setting and Tongue
Twisting Diction, should be taught before this lesson.
LESSON PREP: Prepare a short list of vivid verbs for the students
to pantomime for the warm up. Prepare Character Cards for distribution to
the students.
Lesson Steps Outline
1. WARM UP. Lead the students as they act out selected verbs.
! Criteria-based checklist; room scan; reverse checklist: Uses movement,
posture, and gesture to convey the meaning of a verb.
2. Lead the students as they act out selected emotions.
! Criteria-based checklist; room scan; reverse checklist: Uses movement,
posture, and gesture to express a feeling.
3. Lead group reflection on the use of actions to communicate ideas.
! Criteria-based reflection.
4. Divide students into pairs; each pair draws a Character Card (from deck at the
end of lesson). Allow students a few minutes to generate ideas and develop
actions needed to portray their character.
ARTS IMPACT THEATER AND WRITING INFUSION – Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
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5. Present organizer (see end of lesson) for the students to copy down into their
journals; or distribute copies of the organizer to students.
6. Guide students as they present their scenes. Guide students as they write
down their reflections.
! Criteria-based teacher checklist: Uses movement and gestures to show
activities/feelings that are associated with a specific person.
! Criteria-based teacher checklist; written reflection: Uses specific words to tell
whom the characters are, what they are doing, and how they are feeling.
7. Leads a group reflection after all the scenes have been presented.
! Criteria-based reflection.

ARTS IMPACT THEATER AND WRITING INFUSION – Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
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LESSON STEPS____________________________________________
# Pre-determine how the room will be set-up for students to move through space – desks moved to
the side or students moving among the desks.
# Cut out the Character Cards for use by the students.
1. WARM UP. Lead the students as they act out selected verbs. Instruct students to walk in
neutral. Call out verbs for the students to act out without any vocalizations. Repeat the
process for several different verbs.
# When assessing the criteria in this lesson, any students who are not meeting criteria will be very clear
to you, so you may want to use a reverse checklist, putting a “0” where students have not met criteria,
rather then trying to notate every single one who has met criteria. You can go back later and give those
who have met criteria a “1.” This information will let you know who needs more practice to guide your
future instruction.
•

When I call out “freeze,” freeze. I will then call out an action for you to act out—“pantomime”
without using any words.

! Criteria-based checklist; room scan; reverse checklist: Uses movement, posture, and gesture to
convey the meaning of a verb.
_______________________________________________________________________
2. Lead the students as they act out selected emotions. Instruct students to walk in
neutral. Call out emotions for the students to act out without any vocalizations. Repeat the
process for several different emotions (happy, sad, angry, surprised, bored, scared,
nervous, etc.).
" mini-lesson, using schema
•

When I call out “freeze,” freeze. I will call out an emotion; you pantomime that emotion
without words.

! Criteria-based checklist; room scan; reverse checklist: Uses movement, posture and gesture to
express a feeling.
_______________________________________________________________________
3. Lead group reflection on the use of actions to communicate ideas.
" using schema, looking closely – labeling and listing
•

What were some actions that you used to show that you were happy? Sad? Angry? etc.

•

How did you know what actions to do in order to communicate the emotions?

•

What facial expressions did you see?

You constructed meaning by basing your pantomime on your own background knowledge. You
are able to organize your ideas by using your experience as a person.
_______________________________________________________________________
•

ARTS IMPACT THEATER AND WRITING INFUSION – Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
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4. USING ACTIONS TO COMMUNICATE A CHARACTER. Divide students into pairs; each pair
draws a CHARACTER CARD (from deck at the end of lesson). Allow students a few minutes
to generate ideas and develop actions needed to portray their character.
•

We’re going to be actors and writers. Actors and writers often think and work the same. We’ll
be learning ways in which actors and writers generate their ideas, construct meaning
and reflect.

•

First, keep your character a secret from the other groups. With your partner, create a short
scene (10 to 15 seconds) that communicates the character on your card. You cannot use
words; you must use actions to tell us who your character is.

•

Also, determine how your characters are feeling and how that can be presented as well.

•

If one of you is the character on the card, who is the other character in the scene?

•

Each pair will present their scene to the class and the class will guess who the character is.

As you are working, you will be generating ideas for actions and constructing meaning by
making physical choices.
_______________________________________________________________________
•

5. Present organizer (see end of lesson) for the students to copy down into their journals;
or distribute copies of the organizer to students.
" using writer’s notebook
•

We are going to use this organizer to record our observations of each scene.

As we look at what the actors are doing, we, as the audience, are constructing meaning by
interpreting the actions that we see. These actions communicate character and emotions.
_______________________________________________________________________
•

6. Guide students as they present their scenes. Guide students as they write down their
reflections. Lead a group reflection after all the scenes have been presented. Each group
presents its scene; immediately afterwards, the audience members write down the
characters, actions, and emotions that they saw.
" using schema, looking closely – observing, labeling, and listing, independent writing
•

Let’s reflect. Write in your organizer using descriptive words to describe what you saw.

•

Be specific on who, what, and how.

•

What character (who) did this group have?

•

What actions did you see that helped you figure it out?

•

What actions did you see that communicated how the characters felt?

! Criteria-based teacher checklist: Uses movement and gestures to show activities/feelings that are
associated with a specific person.
! Criteria-based teacher checklist; written reflection: Uses specific words to tell whom the characters
are, what they are doing, and how they are feeling.
_____________________________________________________________________
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7. Guide reflection.
•

Was it easy or hard to figure out what the actions of your character would be? What made it
challenging? What made it easy?

•

How did you use collaboration with your scene partner?

• How did you decide on what to present to the class?
_____________________________________________________________________
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Using Actions to Communicate Characters Character Cards
(feel free to expand)
!

DENTIST

WEIGHT LIFTER

WAITER/WAITRESS

COP

ROCK STAR

DOCTOR

HAIR DRESSER/
BARBER

BUS DRIVER

PHOTOGRAPHER

COOK

ASTRONAUT

BABY

TEACHER

SCIENTIST

CAR MECHANIC

SALESPERSON
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Using Action to Create Character Arts Journal Organizer
CHARACTERS

ACTIONS

EMOTIONS
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ARTS IMPACT LESSON PLAN Theater and Writing Infusion
Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
# Teachers may choose to use or adapt the following self-assessment tool.
Disciplines
Concept
Criteria

Student Name

THEATER
Action

Emotion

Uses
movement,
posture and
gesture to
convey the
meaning of
a verb

Uses
movement,
posture
and
gesture to
express a
feeling

WRITING
Character

Uses
movement/
gestures to
show
activities
associated
with a
specific
person

Uses
movement/
gestures to
show
feelings
associated
with a
specific
person

Descriptive Language
Uses
specific
words to
tell who
character
s are

Uses
specific
words to
tell what
they are
doing

Total
7

Uses specific
words to tell
how they
are
feeling
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ARTS IMPACT LESSON PLAN Theater and Writing Infusion
Third Grade Lesson Three: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
CLASS ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Disciplines
Concept

THEATER

THEATER

THEATER

WRITING

Action

Emotion

Character

Descriptive Language

Criteria

Uses
movement,
posture and
gesture to
convey the
meaning of a
verb

Uses
movement,
posture and
gesture to
express a
feeling

Student Name

Uses
movement/
gestures to
show activities
associated with
a specific
person

Uses
movement/
gestures to
show feelings
associated
with a specific
person

Uses
specific
words to
tell who
characters
are

Uses
specific
words to
tell what
they are
doing

Total
7

Uses
specific
words to
tell how
they are
feeling

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Total
Percentage

What was effective in the lesson? Why?
What do I want to consider for the next time I teach this lesson?
What were the strongest connections between theater and writing?
Teacher:

Date:
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ARTS IMPACT FAMILY LETTER
ARTS AND WRITING LESSON: Using Actions to Communicate Characters
Dear Family:
Today your child participated in an Arts and Writing lesson. We talked about how actions are used to
communicate characters and their feelings.
•

We acted out, or “pantomimed” verbs.

•

We pantomimed emotions like HAPPY, SAD, ANGRY, SCARED, and SURPRISED.

•

We created a short scene with a partner and the audience had to guess who our character was
and what he or she was feeling based only on the actions we used.

You could pantomime actions for each other and try to guess what they are (like playing Charades.)

Enduring Understanding
Characters and emotions can be communicated through the physical expression of specific actions.
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